THIS IS VICTORY YEAR
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A Brilliant Career

Deadlock Broken

Woman Active In Local Af C. M. Richardson Named As
City Marshal—Other Ap
fairs Is Candidate For
pointments Confirmed
Representative To
Legislature
Charles M. Richardson, mayor
from 1929

to

1933, defeated

three years. James H Gray and
George W. Wheeler were appointed
and confirmed as deputy fire chiefs
Mr. Richardson, who

has

been

Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood

Should Xhe win the Republican
nomination in the June primaries.
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood of Rockland
would be the first woman to have
her name inscribed on the Knox
County ballot as a candidate for
Representative to Legislature.
A native of Locustville, Va., Mrs.

Ellingwood has been a resident of
Maine ever since her marriage to
the late Dr. William Ellingwood—
first in Winterport where they
made their home for several years,
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With Three Terms In the
House To His Credit W.
T. Smith Desires Ad
vancement
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WHEREAS: It is not only the privilege, but the duty as well,
of every American to serve the Cause of Humanity to as great an
extent as possible, and in every way possible; and
WHEREAS: It is our common aim to contribute to the wel
fare of our sons and daughters in the armed forces, whereve they
may be. even to the point of sacrifice; and

Charles M. Richardson, who was
appointed Chief of Police
Z

William T. Smith

Naw interest was infused into
the Knox County political situation
yesterday with the announcement
that William T. Smith of Thomas
ton will seek the Republican nomi
nation for State Senator.
Mr. Smith made his political debut
in 1938 when he was elected Rep
resentative to Legislature from the
class which is composed of Thom
aston. Friendship, Cushing, South
Thomaston and Owl’s Head. To the
delight of his contemporaries at the
State Capitol, where his genial and
friendly manner won him much
popularity. Mr. Smith was re-elected
in 1940 and again in 1942, serving
on each occasion on very important
Legislative committees. His desire
to serve in the upper branches is
regarded by friends as logical and
they have been urging him to take
this step.
Mr. Smith came to Knox County

employed by Snow Shipyards re
cently, was police chief at Water
ville in 1910; Kennebec County
sheriff in 1911-1921; Waterville
pcstimaste from 1913 to 1921 and
filled out the unexpired term as
Knox County sheriff of Frank Hard
ing in 1934.
Mr. Richardson, who was at his
desk this morning, succeeds Lau
rence K Mansfield, who has been
head of the police department since
April, 1942. Mr. Mansfield said this
mer ning that he had no plans for
the future.
An ordinance to create a planning
board of five members, presented by
Aldermen Gamage’ and Murphy,
was passed by the council. A re
solve was passed in amount $212,635 to cover requirements from Jan.
1 to Nov. 1, 1944.
A invitation communicated by
Van E. Russell to attend the annual
supper meeting af the fire depart as a heating and plumbing contrac
tor, and has handled many impor
ment March 17 was accepted.
Fifty were present including sev tant contracts in this State. He is a
eral members of the Rockland Granger and an Elk.
Handicapped)
physically
Mr.
League of Women Voters.
Smith is nevertheless taking an im

Price $2.00. Small edition

SHRIMP

portant part in the war effort.
Last year he transferred all of his
men and shop equipment to the
Camden shipyard, where he is per
sonally engaged in the engineering
department.
benefit to others in life. Dr. Lowe
inspires one with true values in a
world perplexed. Greatness of soul
may be found in quiet meditation,
for it's then the spirit comes closest
to divine help. Kathleen S Puller.

WANTED

FOR HOME CANNING
8c per pound
In 2 5 pound lots or more

WOMEN, BOYS AND GIRLS

IN LESS THAN 25 POUND LOTS

TO WORK ON MUSSELS AND SHRIMP

10c per pound

MEN AND WOMEN

Season Lasts Only Two More Weeks!

FOR FISH CUTTERS

•

Help Win the War

•
•

Conserve Food In Season
Bring Your Own Packages

STEADY EMPLOYMENT
The Government needs food for the Armed
Forces. Help Win the War. Come To Work In
An Essential Industry.

FEYLER’S
BOCKLAND GOAL CO. WHAKF

TELEPHONE 1191,

'ROCKLAND, ME.

Contact Mrs. Aletta Mitchell, floor lady,
or William Bramhall, superintendent
At our plant on Rockland Coal Co. Wharf

FEYLER’S

ATTENTION!

TELEPHONE 1191,

For Sale—Crockett House on
Main Street, Rockland
Ten Rooms, Large Lot of Land. Now being con
verted into Apartments. Low Price for Quick Sale.
Has commercial possibilities. Opposite Jameson’s

Market. .

I

_

'

TELEPHONE 1240,

ROCKLAND, ME.

HOME AT LAST!

i

ALAN L. BIRD

CARL SIMMONS
ROCKLAND, ME.

*

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

ITS FRIENDLY NEIGHBOR
103-23

+

BASKETBALL

+

vote

Thomaston High Girls, Champions

COMMODIOUS NEW OFFICES AT

vs.

Rockland High Girls
GAME CALLED AT 750.

to

waive

the

printing

of

itemized accounts.
The town’s
bookkeeping will be continued in
specific detail.

Is Now Located In His

ADMISSION 25c and 40c

EVERY PENNY TO THE RED CROSS
19tf

What wed known Rockland street
is said to have been laid out from
a cow-path The old folks know;
let th© young ones guess.

THE TOWN MEETINGS ARE ON

ATTORNEY AT LAW

OPPOSITE THE POST OFFICE %

FERNALD FOR GOVERNOR

(By The Roving Reporter)

<»A well known Rockland business
man appeared on the street yes
terday minus the moustache which
has been (his pride and joy since his
$25; Public Library, $250.
shaving
days began. Just wait un
North Haven
A credit reserve account of $1,000 til Sam puts in appearance at the
has been set up for use in periods meeting of the Lions Club.
Town In Short Session Sets of financial depression, to assist in
Otis Keene of Bar Harbor has
carrying forward normal expendiUp Credit Reserve As
tures of the town without increase in established a record for blood conx
x
.
• tnbutions for the Bangor s blood
Post-War Plan
the tax rate thereof. This is one j
When he appeared at a hoscf
the first actual steps taken here- pital for his 52d blood donation,
Harmonious through a town meet
abouts toward post-war planning Less than 25 per cent of these trans
ing session which saw the warrant
have been “paid,” the baland speaks well for the foresight of fusions
ance being Iree gifts of life for those
disposed of in less than three hours,
North Haveners.
to whom the blood will go eventuthe citizens of North Haven stand
all. Keene has lived in Bar Hartx>r
Officers
’
salaries
were,
voted
thus:
practically pat for another year.
most of his life, and has several
Lloyd F. Crockett responded again Treasurer. $150; road commissioner, sons in the armed services—Lewis
to “Mr Moderator!” and other offlday for actual time: superintend- ton Journal.
Mr. Keene will be well remem
cers re-elected were:
ent schools- 5312: collector of taxes.
„ T $200; excise tax collector, $50; fire bered by older citizens of Rockland
Selectmen and assessors, P. L.
chief, $150; health officer, $75. An where he formerly resided:.
Brawn, W. L. Ames, George D. Bev4
„ _ article to choose a traffic officer was
erage; overseers of the poor, PL...
“Regulars” who miss but few per
; indefinitely postponed.
Brown, W. L. Ames, George D. Bev- j
formances at the local motion pic
erage, Ida Dyer and Julia Beverage;
ture houses, probably have their
clerk, Winona Brown; treasurer and
Warren
cwn ideas as to who the leading
tax collector, V. L. Beverage; mem
stars are, and I am wondering how
ber of school committee, Olive Ler
many agree with the Academy of
mond; road commissioner, Clyde O. Silas Watts Elected Road Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Ames; fire chief, Ronald Gillis;
Commissioner—To Study which has just awarded first prizes
sexton, Herman W. Crockett.
to Paul Lukas and Jennifer Jones
Shortcomings Of H. S.
for the best acting performances
The solitary new name on the
Building
of 1943. Jennifer Jones, by the
roster was that of Elston Beverage
way. is a screen newcomer, who,
in the post of constable.
Silas A. Watts, Republican, who
Three articles were added to the was victor in a four-cornered: race until very recently had only minor
Warrant after the Town Report was for road commissioner, afforded the parts in movie plays.
printed, none of which delayed pro- town of Warren a spirited contest,
When the Rockland Lions Club
ceedings. A cemetery trust fund yesterday along with his opponents,
was cared for in regulation manner; william Simmons (R) running inwas newly elected to the budget
an article to appropriate a sum to dependent, Fred t. Miller (D) and committee.
the Maine Publicity Bureau was Edgar L. Wiley (R) running indePrdvoking the most discussion
passed over; and the third, pertain- pendent. This office presented a
ing to the Port District report from deal of interest and entailed three was an articlq to see what action
the Selectmen, was set ahead to a separate votings before a majority the town would take in response to
Special Town Meeting, the date to could be obtained. The first motion official notices from the State that
be announced. The forms neces mas to the effect that the commis the building now in use for High
sary to this report were not com sioner be appointed by the select- School purposes does not conform
pieted and postponement was there- ’ men. This was not carried, and the to legal standards. It was voted
fore voted.
, balloting then went into action. Out that a committee study this matter
Budget figures will see little of a total of 104 votes cast, Watts and report to the town at a sub
change from those of last year, received 54 on the final count; Mil- sequent special meeting, this com
Their channels will be principally ler, 24; Wiley, 15; and Simmons, 11. mittee to consist of the three select
thus: Schools (including $100 for Harold Boggs and Roland Starrett men, school committee and six par
ents, selected by the other two
repairs) $6,700; roads and bridges, served as tellers.
$1,000;
administration,
$1,500; j Willis R. Vinal was elected mod- gToups. The date of the meeting
tarring roads, $2,000;
subsidy erator, and Mrs. Inez Mathews a will be arranged by the committee.
An exhibit and demonstration to
for town and school physician member of the school committee—
Dr. V. H. Shields, including rent, the only new names on the slate prove badminton and other games
$2,800;
steamboat wharf loan, That veteran of 81 Summers, A. M. non-injurious to property, resulted
$2,0C0; street lights, $812.04; State Hilt, goes into office as selectman in permission for Glover hall to be
Aid road construction, $799 50.
! for his 26th term. C. M. Spear has used for such recreation, activities
Only two appropriations varied served in the selectman’s post for to be supervised in a manner satis
from the recommendations offered 15 years and G. W. Starrett, four factory to the selectmen.
—cost of cutting bushes was ta- years. John K. Connell is again The total appropriations are $33,pered off fjbm $150 to $100; and clerk; H. L. Kenniston, M. E. Da- 039 or about $465 less than those
support of poor was increased to vis and C. C. Starrett, assessors; of last year. Amounts were all
$300 as against a suggested $200. treasurer, S. F. Copeland; town voted as recommended with the ex
Civilian defense receives $200; fire agent, George W. Starrett; fish ception of the Miscellaneous Ac
department, $430; aid to depend- wardens, Oscar E. Starrett and count wherein an additional $25
ent children, $342; Memorial Day, Percy R. Bowley. Willis R. Vinal was devoted to defray expense of the
tax collector’s stationery, this ac
count now reading $2525. Schools
are alloted $10,700; school supplies,
etc., $1,200; school repairs, $200;
RED CROSS BENEFIT
roads and bridges, $4,000; sidewalks.
$200; snow removal, $2,000; snow
DOUBLE CHAMPIONSHIP
fence purchase, $100; maintenance
third class roads, $675; State Aid
roads, $1,000; officers’ salaries. $2,600; poor, veterans’ relief and aid
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
to dependent children, $3,000; lights,
$708; library, $100.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
“No” was the verdict relating to
in
article to see if the town would
Rockland High Boys, Champions

Thomaston High Boys

21 LIMEROCK STREET, ROCKLAND

KNOX COUNTY PRESENTS

WHEREAS: We must also protect our families remaining at
home in the event of any great man-made, or natural disaster,
which may strike without warning; and
wheriraS: The American Red Cross is serving our fight
ing men the world over, b:inging them the comfort and cheer that
we ourselves would like to give them, and at the same time is pre
pared here in our ora community to aid us in the event of
disaster;
THEREFORE: I, Edward R. Veazie, Mayor of the City of
Rockland, in accordance with tlie proclamation of the President
of the United States, naming March as American Red Cross
Month, do here and now call upon all citizens of this city to sup
port the 1944 Red Cross War Fund, to the limit of their ability, by
contributing to the Red Cross through our own local chapter; and
I further urge that the citizens of this city with the knowledge
that the Red Cross must carry a greater burden this year than
ever before in its history, make their gifts larger to enable the
Red Cross to meet every demand placed upon it.

VS.

17-tf

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

I

WHEREAS: The war in every part of the world is in its most
critical stage requiring every ounce of human endeavor possible
on the part of those on the home front; and
WHEREAS: The young men of this city are fighting and
dying on far-flung battle fronts—from Europe to tlie islands of the
Far East, both on land, on the seas and in the air; and

There is a rich vein of devotion
and sympathy flowing tlyough all
that Dr. John Smith Lowe gives to
his audience at the “Quiet Hour’’
meetings through the Lenten pe
riod; weaving threads of golden
ccmifort for minds troubled. He
opens the way to broader spheres
cf service for all of us in sugges
tions of how to live nearer divine
teachings, giving insight into daily
problems which must be faced if
we are to be at our best, and of

Requests for “Shore Neighbors” have
been made ever since it went out of
print, so a companion book,is now offered.
For sale at 70 Broad Street and at
Huston-Tuttle’s

The Black Cat

RED CROSS PROCLAMATION

by a

and since then in Rockland,
whither the doctor came to prac
tice as a specialist.
Her education was obtained at
Margaret Academy and Randolph
Her desire to enter Legislature
Macon Woman’s College in Vir arises frem her inteiest in educa
ginia, and she taught Latin and tion, the boys and girls of Maine,
Mathematics ln Onancook High and post-war problems.

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 19.

Seeks Senatorship

small margin by Edward R. Veazie
for mayor at the December, 1943
election, was appointed and con
firmed as chief of police at meeting
of City Council last night.
Other appointments made by
Mayor Veazie, all confirmed were:
Jerome C. Burrows, city solicitor;
Charles H. Morey, (treasurer; Van E
Russell, chief of the fire depart
ment; Carl O (Nelson, tax collector
and Adoniram J. Bird, assessor for
School before her marriage.
Mrs. Ellingwood's life in Rock
land has been a strikingly active
one, and in the course of it she was
one of the most valued members of
the school committee for three
years, nominated by the Republi
cans and endorsed by the Demo
crats. She has been especially ac
tive In war work as becomes the
head of a 100 percent war
family, for she has two sons Wil
liam and Herbert, in the armed
service, and a third, Richard, in war
defense work.
Mrs. Ellingwood. herself, is a dili
gent Red Cross worker, and head
hostess at the Miasonic Service
Center. She 's a past president of
the Methetoesec Club and Shake
speare Society, head of the women’s
organizations in tlie Methodist
Church, and very active in the State
Federation of Women’s Clubs and
State Garden dub, in both of which
she has held offices.

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, March 7,1944
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celebrates its return to the Thorn
dike Hotel one week from tomorrow
night it will b© a ladies' night, and
those present will have an oppor
tunity of meeting the woman who
may be Maine's “first lady" the
next two years. Mrs. Horace A.
Hildreth will accompany her hus
band who is to be the guest speaker
on that occasion.

Local barbers who have lost
many customers since the debut
of safely razors can always console
themselves that erstwhile shaving
patrons cannot cut their own hair
with miniature shears.
Tlie Black Cat columnist of The
Courier-Gazette says: "Now that we
have witnessed the eclipse of Jupi
ter in the western heavens I hope
my Camden friend has become con
vinced that the morning star in the
East is really Venus.” That being
the (case we’ll have to pull our
shades when we get up these morn
ings before light.—Bridgton News.
Heavens! Does Editor Shorey
get up at 6 o’clock these cold Win
ter mornings.

Venus does.

An orchid for Russell Costello, of
the Lewiston Sun, who made a spec
ial trip over to Bridgton Tuesday
afternoon to get us out of a me
chanical jam and wouldn’t accept
any recompense, even for his gas.
Such neighborly co-operation is
greatly appreciated. We hope he
W’ill never get into a jam of his own,
but if he does we trust there will be
some way by which we can return
this kindness.—Bridgton News.
When good fellows get together.

Give generously to the Red Cross.

The Kiwanis Ciub

Guest Speaker Discusses
“Long Range Finding In
Education”
William O. Bailey, supervisor of
war activities of the State Depart
ment of Education, was speaker at
the Kiwanis meeting last night.
Mr. Bailey talked on the subject,
“Long Range Planning in Educa
tion.” He told in detail of plans
being made for the establishments
of high schools to serve some SO
areas in the- state, these schools to
offer vocational courses as well as
the regular college preparatory
courses.
He stated that “we are going to
have vocational training in Maine,
and if the state does not establish'
and maintain such training, it wili
come in with federal supervision ”
He referred' to the good work alogp
along that line done by C.C.C:, and
the NY.A.
The club decided to hohd two
meetings the week of March 19,
their regular meeting the 20th and
a special meeting with the Rotary
Club the 24th, to join with the
Lions in hearing Elisabeth May
Craig.
Washington
newspaper
woman.
•A. B. Wettengel, manager of the
Hotel Rockland, was formally wel
comed a$ a member of the Rock
land club. Omer Kirk and Robert
H. Cook, both of Bangor, were
guests.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and Usten to some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
SURE, IT’S FUN!
8ure, It’s fun to be a soldrier! Oh, Its
fun. fun, fun.
Upon an Iron shoulder-blade to tote a
feather gun;

Mrs. Edith Halstead and Mrs.
Alice Vasso went Sunday to Boston
to meet George Halstead, who is To hike with other brave galoots In
easy-going army boots;
stationed at Davisville, R. I. They To pack along a one-ounce sack, the
commissary on your track;
called on Mrs. Edw-ard Cole in Co To tramp,
tramp, tramp, to a rlghtchituate. Mass. Mrs. Cole was for
-and-ready camp'
Sure, it’s fun. Just the finest
merly Maude Halstead of Rockland Fun?—ever,
son!
*
land.

—Richard Butler Oiaenzer

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

TWICE-A-WEEK

TWICE-A-WEEK

Ask and ye shall receive that
your joy may be full.—John 16:24.

H
Book Review
(By K. S. F.)

“Here Is Your War,” by Ernie
Fyle.
This story comes directly from
the pen, the eyes and the heart of
Ernie Pyle, all the way froan Africa
to you. Also you will see, directly
out of the foxholes, he shared with
our soldiers, to write this thrilling
adventure. He went to see,* he s^w,

and now one of the great chapters
in world history comes from his
pen.
He writes of human interest and
tragedies; he makes the reader un
derstand what our soldier boys are
upu against. Whe none realizes,
after all, the ultimate problems of
this world are vital and human,
created by evil action mostly.
Ernie Pyle is today probably the
most quoted man on happenings
W’ithin the American invasion.
These boys he writes about, weary,
wom and footsore, are our boys.
They never slouch—not our sol
diers—begrimed, bewhiskered, be
reft of food and sleep—but still
soldiers of the United States doing
their best to the end.
A clear, excellent story.
You
should read it.
—Kathleen S. Puller.

A Timely Appeal
__

•

Is Made By the City Matron
For Certain Articles Of

Clothing

Drake, formerly employed by the
Western Union in Augusta, and the
Delaware Feed Store in Rockland,
has been instructing in radio in
South Dakota the past 18 months.
•On hls way back to his station he
plans to visit his three brothers,
Ernest in Battle Creek and Robert
and Raymond, both in Jackson,
Mich. His address is: ASN 11029417
23d Academic Sqdn.. Sioux Falls,
S. D.
\
• • • •
Virginia Margaret McMillan, 24.
Seaman Second Class, of 8 Spruce
street, Rockland, has completed -her
basic training and indoctrination
course at the Naval Training

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Editor, PRANK A WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.

[EDITORIAL]
TOWN

Town meetings in Knox County had
their inception yesterday. Owing to the

MEETINGS
HAVING

absence of many men. in the armed service.
the attendance will be considerably smaller

than in former years, but the old-time spirit
still will be in evidence, and it is safe to say
that every article in the town warrants will be closely scanned.
Heated arguments pertaining to the annual town meeting are
generally forthcoming at this season of the year, and in a few
instances partisan politics surge to the front. Scathing let
ters generally flnd their way into the heme newspaper, and
open hostility prevails. Fortunately that does not seem to
be the case this year, and by Tuesday following town meeting
days the voters will be pursuing the even tenor of their way
with a “Hello Jim, hello Jack” to indicate that the world is
again at peace.
THEIR DAY

If the Democratic National Convention
proceeds along the lines new suggested it
wiil be pretty much of a warmed over boiled
dinner. The suggestion of a fourth pomina,
•
tion for President Roosevelt does not sit too
well with many Democratics, concrete evidence of which is
shewn by the movement favoring the nomination of Senator
Byrd of Virginia. Mr. Byrd allows he is not a candidate, but
former Gov Ely of Massachusetts is, and will go before the
Bay State primaries. The Gallup pell, which, in the minds
of seme persons, takes the place of national conventions now
sees the renomination of Vice President Wallace. So, appar 
ently. you can again use the old campaign buttons, if you
have saved them freon four years ago.
LOOKS LIKE
THE SAME
OLD TICKET

‘School

Lt. Hadley B. Miller, son of Mr. Pacific Coast for parts unknown.
and Mrs. B. P. Miller of Lawry, has His address may be obtained from
completed an advanced course in his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
A T. S. at Camp Davis, N. C„ and Marriott ctf Tenant’s Harbor.
Orlando, Fla. He left Sunday for
• • • •
San Francisco after a three weeks' Henry B. Cant Y 2c has returned
furlough. Lt. Miller has served from eighteen months service in
will attend
three years in the Service, one of Newfoundland and
school at Norfolk, Va.. for further
which was overseas.
•• • •
training. He is accompanied by his
R. L. Achorn, AS USNR returned wife and visiting his parents, Mr.
Friday to Bates College, Lewiston, and Mrs. James Cant of Tenant’s
to resume his studies after spending Hahbor.
a week’s vacation at his home in
Staff Sgt. Otis L. Drake, home for
Rockland, r
the first time in 30 months, is vis
• • • •
Word has been received that Har iting his mother, Mrs. Ersey Drajje
Sgt.
old S. Marriott M M 3c has left the of South street, Rockland.

(WR)

The

Bronx,

New

Ycrk. and has received orders to
report for further instruction at
Yeoman School at Cedar Falls,
Iowa. Virginia M. McMillan. 32c,
is a graduate of Rockland High
School. Castine Normal School;
also attended Farmington Normal
School and Presque Isle Normal
School and was employed with
Rockland School System, as first
gTade teacher, prior to enlisting in
the service. She is a daughter of
Mrs. Florence T. McMillan, 8
Spruce street, Rockland.
• • • •
From a 15th AAF Bomber BaseCombat crews and ground; men of
Col. Herbert E. Rice's 15th1 AAF

B-17 Flying Fortress Group have plus worth, every month.
• • • •
taken another healthy punch at
The address of Pvt. Avis M. Ma
the Axis, but this time they need
loney of Warren, who is receiving:
bonds in place of bombs
basic training in the WAC, follow
• • • •
Col. Rice conceived the Idea of ing a lecent report for active duty,
having a W’ar bond lottery for the Co. 3, 21st Regiment, 3rd WAC
TC., Fort Oglethorpe, Ga
This
officers and men of his group.
basic training will be for a period
On the last night of the month,
the men who keep the B-17s fly cf five week s
• • . •
ing. and 4 hose who fly them, gath
Pvt.
Wayne
Starrett of Camp
ered in the Group “Theatre” for
Shelby,
Miss.,
is
spending a fur
the grand drawing. There were
pilots, mechanics, gunners, cooks, lough with his parents. Mr. and Mrs,
truck drivers, clerks, bombardiers— Arthur Starrett in Warren. He re
all gamblers who had invested in joined his Battalion, Fe»b. 24, after*
a sure thing.
The “Theatre” convalescing from an appendicitis
(scooped, oult of the side of a hill) operation performed at the Station*
was never more crowded than it Hospital at that Camp, Jan. 21
was as the Group commander took As soon as possible after treat
the platform.
ment. Pvt. Satrrett entered the con
First prize, a 1000 dollar bond, valescent training class to be fitted
went to MSgt. Bernard E Cohen, for full duty when returned to hls
21 Fulton street, Rockland Cohen outfit. This system was begun Jn
is chief of a 15th AAF B-17 ground May last year, Camp Shelby one ot
crew.
the first camps to use this training
There were scores and scores of as a means otf speeding the re
winners; the lottery continued until covery of patients, according to the
all the money taken in had been
. Camp paper, “The Reveille,” of Feb.
given out in bonds.
17. Of three fold purpose, this paThe grand tctal in sales—and
■ per says, “Those purposes are, first
prizes—added up to more than
$39C9. All of the extra gas, extra to conserve fighting strength, sec
bonds, extra guns, to keep their ond to speed the recovery period by
Flying Fortresses on the jcb. sending men back to their c^n“Extra” because the men who panies fit for full dirty, and third,
gambled to win these bonds sub- j to bolster morale by keeping pa(Continued on Page Five)
scroibe for another 5000 dollars

If you hear Horace A. Hildreth talk
STUDYING about the feasibility of capitalizing on
PEAT AS A Maine peat bogs as a source of fuel supply,
FUEL SOURCE you may perchance look upon it as a cam
paign utterance, but wilih justice to can
didate Hildreth it may be said that he began his peat cam
paign long before he had ever felt the gubernatorial urge.
But peat for fueL is something besides campaign material.
State Geologist Trefethen has been making a careful study
of the subject and has studied 20 bogs besides learning the
existence of others. The total capacity of these bogs is
150,000,000 tons of available peat. It is assumed that the Bog
west of Rockland would be able to contribute materially to
this total.

Editor of Tire Courier-Gazette:—
Through the medium of The
Courier-Gazette I would like to
make an appeal on behalf of a
number of people, who are not “on
the City” or receiving pauper aid—
State and government pensioners.
Others are the border line cases—
the large family type. The old age
In a recent issue of this newspaper we
pensioners are not receiving enough
THAT
mildly
criticised the Republican State Com
to cover board and room and
BELATED
mittee
for its policy of adopting the State
clothing and incidentals. A num
PLATFORM
Convention
platform as a final feature—
ber of these cases are needing un
after half, at least, of the delegaaes, were on
derwear and outside clothing right
*
their
way
home.
From State Chairman Lloyd B. Morton, a
now.
former
Knox
County
man, comes the following courteous
Where there is a large family,
reply:
say 9 or 10, the parent does not
“Thanks for the editorial cemment. I really appreciate
earn enough to get by and rent,
it.
There is a great deal of point to your suggestion. The
fuel and groceries take about all
platform is taken up at all three of the District conventions
he earns, leaving little for clothing
In the morning, and on our program that we are preparing
and shoes. It's for the above nonXor the Temporary ar.d Permanent Chairman the platform
consideration comes before the election of the delegates to the
pauper cases I make this appeal.
National Convention. Of course something must come first
They do not ask fcr new things,
and something last. We have some other things that I per
but they do appreciate the clothing,
sonally have in mind should come last. How it will finally
footwear and beddiing donated by
be drafted is still in the air. I do appreciate your interest and
hope you will get in touch with me when you have suggestions
the citizens of Rockland.
to offer. I have a great deal of respect for your long experi
I am in urgent need cf shoes,
ence. I know that you appreciate that I am not trying to do
overshoes, rubbers and underwear
this all myself. I appointed a committee to run the conven
for children; and fcr the men.get
tion. I do try to give them the proper leadership.”
ting small pensions, stockings,
underwear, shirts and pants; for
board organization, size, method of
To Study All Phases selection,
the older women, outing flannel
powers, term. School
nightgowns, house-dresses, under
superintendent, salary, powers and
Sub-Committees From the duties. Common and High Schools,
wear, slippers and stockings.
These articles are needed badly,
Chamber of Commerce To physical education, industrial edu
and will be appreciated. Please
cation. school supplies, school re
Take Up Municipal
leave any of thse articles at the
pairs, teacher salaries and pensions,
office on Spring street, or at the
relation to State, State aid, schoolGovernment
office of the Overseer of the Poor,
house equipment, wider use of
or I will gladly call. Phone 663W
Tea sub-committees of the Rock school plants. Library (board of
or 663M
Helen Corbett,
land Chamber of Commerce are to trustees). Playgrounds and Recre
City Matron make an exhaustive study of mu ation. Public Landing, Community
nicipal Government. This import Building. Community Park.
ant and timely task is indicated In
Public Works Department: Or
the folowing letter to the president ganization, streets and sidewalks,
and board of directors of the Cham methods of construction (contract
ber. signed by Edward C. Moran, or day-labor), materials (respective
Jr, chairman, Albert C. McLoon, advantages), street cleaning, sideEdwin L. Brown? H P. Blodgett, , walk
.. refuse containers, snow re
Thomas H. Chisholm, Carl M. Ben moval, ptreet openings. State aid.
son and Frederic H .Bird. Le forest Public Lighting: Street classifica
A .Thurston is a member of the tion for lighting, equipment, light
committee, but was absent when ing hours, costs, franchise. Re
the report was submitteu.
pairs to Public Buildings. Health
and Welfare" Department. Health
The letter follows;
• • • •
Division: Organization, regulations.
Your committee hereby makes Board of Health and Health Offlcer,
the following recommendations:
foodstuff and handlers’ inspection,
That a study of Rockland’s Mu sanitation, ash garbage and refuse
nicipal Government be made, and collection, city dump, sewers, weights
that such study should be divided and measures, vital statistics, water
into the following ten sub-com supply, its comparative per capita
mittees, subject to such later use, quantity, public use. and rates.
changes as may appear desirable: Welfare Division: Organization,
Administration—The City Coun overseers of poor, policies, relation
cil, size; method of election (by to State, state aid, nursing associ
wards or at large; by caucus or by ation. city farm, cemeteries.
NEVER ANY GROUNDS
petition); term, powers, remunera
Civil Service Commission: Or
FOR COMPLAINT
tion, initiative, referendum, re ganization, personnel rules on se
VACUUM PACKED IN GLASS
call. revision of ordinances, revisen lection. tenure, dismissal promo
of
rules of procedure. The Mayor or tions, discipline, w6ge scales, pen
DELANO, POTTER & CO.. INC., BOS ION. MASS
City Manager, method of nomina sions.
tion. election or selection, powers,
Special Legal Committee: Duties
salary, recall.
Purchasing, City of city solicitor, draft new charter,
Contracts.
new revised ordinances, new council
Finance Department: Organiza rules of procedure.
tion, sources of municipal revenue,
Special Insurance Committee:
objects of municipal expenditure, Survey insurance needs of city,
accounting system (City Treasurer), study requirements for lower rate
Save the interior of your budget
procedure and ccntrol. ap classification for all property in city,
propriation
procedure, assessment public and private.
car
(assessors) of taxes, collection (col
Executive Committee: Consist
lector) of taxes, public reports, city ing of general committee chairman
We have a complete stock
debt reduction.
and all sub-committee chairmen.
of Seat Covers to fit any
Public Safety’ Department: Police
That the press be requested to
Division,
organization,
qualifica

publish
this report, with request for
car
tions, duties, training. Fire Pre volunteers, both men and women,
88T96
vention and Protection Division, or to serve on the recommended sub
ganization.
preventive program. committees, and that such volun
Rockland fire loss study, equipment, teers notify the secretary of the
building and wiring inspection. Rcckland Chamber of Commerce
v to
State Guard. Civilian Defense. Edu (phone 860) at once naming par-
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Exterior
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you give to the

Red Cross!

//

♦ ■>
If he is

a prisoner of war, your Red Cross

will, to the utmost of its power, get your

letters in to him, get his letters out to you,

Ceilings
Whi
33 PARK ST., I

Write Me and I

and straight from your heart, the Red

LEVEN million men in the services

when he finishes a long exhausting march.

—but one alone whose name you

Your Red Cross is there when he is

E

never forget—one alone for whpm you

would do anything, give anything.

Through every dreary day you are

leave.

Your Red Cross provides hostels, can
teens, "a bed with clean sheets,” cheer,

lonely nights are a little less lonely when

comfort and companionship for him no

you can read bis letters, see his picture

matter where he may be.

And yet there is so little you can do for

cigarettes and tobacco.

Cross is at his side. The blood
you gave goes to him, thanks

him when he needs you most.

to your Red Cross. His con

But you can be sure. For you give to him

valescence is made easy with

when you give through your Red Cross.

books and games and gifts

Wherever he may be stationed ... in

from a Red Cross worker.

he will never be out of your reach. For

NEWS!

you give to him when you give through

(By Sul

the Red Cross.

New, Re|

Of course, you have given before. Of

+

But this year when the need

GIVE TO THE

RED CROSS

is greater than ever ... when
i

• >

it s your own men we serve

. . . This year dig deeper
than you have ever dug be

fore and

be glad that

Your Red Cross is there with "coffee and”

“Ray”
76 Masonic StJ
Phoi

Telephone or Wi

you

can. For wherever he is

Clinton

-camp or abroad, in desert, in jungle or

icy waste, the Red Cross is at his side.

Specit

course, you will give again.

Well or wounded, your Red

him. If only you could be sure of helping

MAG:

Wherever he is—wherever he may go —

lonely and lost in some strange city on

buoyed up by thoughts of him. The long

upon your bedside table.

Cross will send him real American food,

The RED CROSS is at his side

and the Red Cross is YOU !

SEAT COVERS

- —> -

Tuesday-Frldz

OPTOI
Has openei
Fitting
492 OLD C
R0CKL.

Hours 2 to 5
MONDAY, Wl
SAT
PHO>

Rockland’s Red Cross War Fond Drive is now in progress, with teams working Main street
today. The Women’s Division will canvass the residential section next week, and the Indus
trial Division will work through both weeks. Give—Give Generously—The Need Is Acute!

A. F. LAMB
KARL M. LEIGHTON

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

CUTLER’S
SENTER CRANE’S

S. RUBENSTEIN

STUDLEY FURNITURE CO.

GREGORY’S

BU
Funer;
TELS.
110-112 LI
ROCK

Ambula

jesday-Friday'
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month.
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Pvt. Avis M. Mawho is receiving;
the WAC, followrt for active duty,
aient, 3rd WAO
horpe, Ga. This
II be fcr
period

TALK OF THE TOWN

For Week of March 5-11

SWirch 6 9—Farm and Home Week at
U. of M. College of Agriculture.
Trfarch 8—Fourth Quarterly Confer
ence at Waldoboro Methodist Church.
March 8—Governor Sewall
guest
speaker at Waldoboro Uons Club,
Meenahga Grange hall.
March 11—Limerock Valley Pomona
meets with 8t. George Grange.
BORN N.......................................... . .................
March 13—South Thomaston town
meeting.
March 13—Appleton town meeting.
March 13—Hope town meeting.
March 13—Vinalhaven town meeting.
March 13—Friendship town meeting.
March 13— Monhegan town meeting.
March 13—Waldoboro town meeting.
March 13—Camden town meeting.
March 16—Annual Banquet, Metho
dist Church.
March 17—St. Patrick’s Day.
Mferch 17—Annual Fireman's Ban
quet at Legion Hall.
March 17—High School minstrel show
ln Warren.
March 20—Cushing town meeting.
April 9—Easter Sunday.
April 10—Kiwanis Club Easter Mon
day Ball, Community Building. Rock
land.
April 13-14—Republican State Con
vention In Bangor.
May 2-3-4—Congregational
Chris
tian Conference at Bangor.
May 25-27—Annual Convention of
Maine Federation of Music Clubs at
Rockland.
June 23-25—Department Convention
of the American Legion at Old Or
chard. Beach.
June 27—Annual meeting of the
Maine Medical Association ln Rock
land.

marrett of Camp
spending a furents. Mr. and fzlrs,
1 Warren. He reion, Peib. 24, after'
a an appendicitis
led at the Station*
Camp, Jan. 21
hie after treat*
t entered the conclass to be fitted
returned to his
was begun in
ip Shelby one of
use this training
speeding the re, according to the
Reveille,” of Feb.
purpose, this pajurposes are, first
ig1 strength, sececovery period by
k to their c^pdifty. and third,
by keeping paPage Five)

One year ago: Paul W. Moran
was made salutatorian at Hebron
Academy—Richard F. Saville, for
merly of Rockland was promoted to
Lieutenant-Colonel. — Among the
deaths: Rockland, Mrs. S. W. Web
ster, 84-; Thomaston, Harry R.
Young, 69; Rockland, Thomas J.
Foley; Rockport, Mrs. Lida Champney, 59; Camden, Miss Hattie
Clement.
>'
Percy S. Dinsmore, the past 14
years driver of the fire department
apparatus trucks, commenced em
ployment Monday as a foreman at
the North Lubec Mfg. & Canning
4- Co. Fire Chief Russell has granted
him leave of absence.
Rotary, Lions and Kiwanis Clubs
are to hold a joint meeting March
24 whe nthe speaker will be Elisa
beth May Craig, the well known
Washington correspondent.

King Solomon’s Tfmple Royal
Arch Chapter will work the Royal
Arch degree Thursday night. Supper
at 6 30 Sojourning companions are
invited.

«rr

V’

Embossed stationary (100 folded
or 200 single sheets, with envelopes,
name and address or monogram)
Greeting card assortment (box of
16) sub. to all kinds of magazines
(3000) gift wrappings, authorized
agent for The Courier-Gazette,
2nd edition of “Steamboat Lore of
the Penobscot,” by Jchn M. Rich
ardson, also other books. Moderate
prices. Please phone Hazel Bohn.
Jr., at 722M or call ait 12 Clarendon
St , Rockland.
19*20

E. F. WITTY
Exterior and Interior
Decorating
:ed Cross

i‘, get your
jut to you,

Ceilings Washed and
Whitened
33 PARK ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Write Me and I Will CaU On You

18*21

the Red
ican food,

may go —
reach. For

NEWSPAPERS

e through

(By Subscription)
New, Renewal, and

Special Offers

ive again,

the need

... when

“Ray” Sherman
76 Masonic StM

Rockland, Me.

wc serve
g deeper

dug he-

Meats and Fats—Red Stamp AS,
B8 and C8 in Book Four, worth 10
points each, good through May 20.
Red Tokens worth one point each,
used as change. Brown Stamps Y
and Z in Book Three, retaining
values printed on face, remain good
through March 20. Red Stamps D8,
E8, F8 become good March 12.
Processed Foods—Blue Stamps A8,
B8, C8,
and E8 in Book Four,
worth 10 points each, good through
May 20. Blue Tokens, worth one
point each, used as change. Green
Stamps K, L and M, retaining val

The Democratic voters of Rock
land will hold a caucus at the City
Council rooms Monday, March 13,
at 7 30 p. m. for the purpose of
choosing 12 delegates and 12 al
ternates to attend the State con
vention to be held at Lewiston,
Friday, March 24, 1944 at 9 a. m.
Following this caucus there is to be
a meeting of the Democratic City
Committee.

Seeks House Seat

Poster Awards Madec

Frederic H. Bird Is a Candi War Savings Stamps Pre
date For Representative
sented To Winners By
To Legislature
Mrs. Clara Emery
\
Awards for the winners in the
poster contest in the sixth and
eighth grades of the McLain
School, offered by the W.C.T.U.,
were given at an assembly In the
High School auditorium Friday at
the Temperance Day exercises.
Rolariti Ware conducted the pro

Cel. I. Leslie Cross, past com
mander cf Ralph Ulmer Camp of
Spanish War Veterans received a
telegram from Washingon Satur
day which brought satisfaction to
every man who served in the 1898
ues printed on face, remain good war. It notified him officially that
the pensions for Spanish War vet
through March 20.
Sugar—Stamp 30 previously sched erans had been increased from $60
uled to expire March 31, good for 5 to $75 a menth.

gram

and

introduced Mrs. Clara

Emery, who spoke to the children
on the subject “Alcohol In Home,
Its Harmful Effects.” The winning
posters were on exhibition and
Awards of War Savings Stamps were
presented.
pounds indefinitely.
Stamp No.
In the sixth grade, to Beverly
"Dr.
Arthur
A.
Hauck,
president
40 good for five pounds for home
Brooks,
first; Anthony Guistin, sec
of
the
University
of
Maine
will
be
canning through Feb. 28, 1945.
ond;
Loren
Grindle, third; Thomas
Shoes—Aeroplane Stamp number guest speaker at the Baptist Men s
Brovin,
Bill
LeGage.
Rita Hammond.
His
one in Book Three valid for one pair League meeting March 16.
Milton Proctor and Mary Libby,
indefinitely. Stamp 18 in Book One subject “War Torn England.”
honorable mention; in the fifth
still valid for an indefinite period,
At
the
Republican
caucus
Friday
grade
to Catherine Libby, first; El
also.
ston Hobbs, second; Raymond
Fuel OH: Period Three coupons night the following were elected as
delegates to the Republican State
Reigle, third; Neil Jackson and
good to March 13.
Period Four
Convention:
Edward
R.
Veazie,
Beulah ,Pcwell, honorable mention.
coupons, valid through Sept. 30.
Francis
D.
Orne,
C.
Earle
Ludwick,
The flag salute was led by Rich
One-unit coupons worth 10 gallons;
Milton M. Griffin, Helena Coltart,
ard Jones, and the singing of
five unit coupons worth 50 gallons.
“America” and “Star Spangled
Tire * Inspection—A-car deadline Stuart C. Burgess, Frank A. Tirrell,
Frederic H. Bird
Jerome
C.
Burrows,
Louds
R.
Cates,
Banner
” b ya group of six girls
March 31, B-car deadline, June 30;
Cleveland
Sleeper,
Dr.
Harry
Wil

Frederic
H.
Bird
of
52
Summer
from
Mrs.
Howard's room, with
C-car deadline May 31.
bur,
Ralph
Wiggin,
Herbert
Mulstreet
today
responded
to
the
urg

Barbara
Clark
as pianist.
Gasoline—Number 9 stamps in A
luen,
Lloyd
E.
dark,
Augustus
ing
of
many
friends,
and
an

Book valid for three gallons through
May 8. Bl and Cl coupons are good Huntley andi Alan' L. Bird. The al nounces that he will be a candidate
i Poultry Topics
for two gaUons. Coupons marked ternates are A. C. MaLoon, Doris foi- the Republican nomination for
Jordan,
^J.
N.
Southard
Ruth
ElRepresentative to Legislature in the
B-2 and C-2 are good for five gal
lingwood,
H.
P.
Blodgett,
George
June
primaries.
lons.
Were Discussed /tt Meeting
Brackett, Frank A. Winslow, Carl
Bern in Rockland, Sepft. 1, 1907,
Held At Lester H. Shibles’
Nelson, Rielle Frost, Mrs. E. C.
Bert 6. Gregory, patient at Knox Ingraham. Frederick Bird, John J. Mr. Bird is a son of Henry B. and
Home
Hospital last week, returned to his Perry, William. Sansom, A. Alan Edith (Simonton) Bird. He was
educated
in
Rockland
High
School,
home in Glen Cove Sunday.
Grossman-, Winifred Karl, Arthur Exeter Academy and Bowdoin Col
Faster Tabb, president of The
Fish and Mary Jordan. The dele lege. graduating from the Bruns Maine Poultry Co-operative, told
Knox Hospital Alumni Associa gation was instructed to support
the members of Knox County Poul
wick institution in 1930.
tion will meet tomorrow night at 8 Frank F. Harding, Francis D. Orne
try
Improvement Association the
He was employed for a number
c/clock at the Bok, Home for Nurses. and Mrs. Doris Jordan as mem
of years by the S. K. Ames Com reasons for and advantages of shipbers cf the county committee.
pany in Boston, and since return ing your eggs to the Maine Co
Francis D. Orne wos chairman of
BORN
ing to Rockland has been associ operative, at the meeting of the
Daniello—At Vinal Maternity Home, the caucus and Milton M. Griffin
ated with his father in the Medo organization Tuesday night at the
March 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Victor Dani was secretary.
home of Lester M. Shibles on
ello of Thomaston, a son.
mak Canning Company.
Lindsey—At Vinal Maternity Home,
Beech Hill, Rockport.
March 3, to Corp, and Mrs. Raymond
Mr. Bird is serving his second
Eight members of the Youth Fel
A. Lindsey (Gloria Mills), a daughter
Charles M. White, chief of the
lowship of the Methodist Church pterin as a member of the Rockland
— Del oris Avon'ne.
Bureau
of Markets Department of
Plnette—At Rockland, Jan. 6, to Mr. were guests of the Comrades of the school board.
Civic enterprises
and Mrs. Henry J. Pinette. a daughter
Agriculture,
spoke briefly of the
Way of the Congregational Church have always found him a diligent
—Linda Ann.
Parsons—At Miles Memorial Hospital.
post-war
egg
production. Other
Damariscotta, March 1, to Mr. and for supper and ceremonial Sunday and willing worker, his services as
topics
disoussed
were; Refrigerator
Mrs Harold Parsons (Betty Stahl) a night. Joshua N. Southard, chair chairman of the Red Cross drive in
daughter—Nancy Jane.
Lockers,
Harry
K.
Wolcott; Emer
Gregory—At Osteopathic Hospital, man of the board of overseers of 1942 being of an outstanding na
Westbrook, March 5. to Mr. and Mrs.
ture. He is a member of the Ro gency Crop Loan, Lester H. Shibles.
Robert B. Gregory of South Portland, the poor, was speaker, and felt very
President of the Knox County
tary
Club.
formerly of Glen Cove, a daughter.
much at home when he found in the
Lindahl—At Knox Hospital, March 4,
Association
Ralph M. Hunt of Hope
to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Lindahl of audience six members of Red Jacket
had
charge
of the meeting. Coffee
Thomaston, a daughter.
Troop of Boy Scouts, of which he ts
Aviation Cadet Maurice A. Mars
the skipper. Mr. Southard gave a ton, son of Mr. and* Mrs. Charles and doughnuts were served
The next meeting of the Associ
MARRIED
fine talk on the subject of ‘‘Why A. Marston of Camden' street,
Pettegrow-Smith—At Camden, March
ation
will be March 28 at the home
4. Edwin F. Pettegrow and Agnes L. You Should Become a Member ot Rockport, recently reported to the
William
Hardy in Hope.
of
Smith, both of Camden—by Rev. Mel a Church.” He cited, as one of his Greenville Army Air Fieldi, Green
vin H. Dorr. Jr.
illustrations, the story of several ville, Mississippi, for further
Dr. Blake B. Annis was elected
young men who got ashore on one flight training.
DIED
president of the Past Exatled Rul
After completing his basic trainOliver—At West Gardiner. March 6. the islands in the South Seas, and
ers’ Association cf Rockland Lodge
Addison Oliver, formerly of Warren, found among the natives friendly
at Greenville, Cadet Marston will
age 72.
of Elks at annual banquet held
Jones—At Rockland, March 6, An people. As they went up over a hill be sent to another fieldi in the
Sunday
night at the Thorndike
drew L. Jones of Union, age 85 years,
6 months. 25 days. Funerail Thursday on the island they sighted a church Army Air Forces Eastern Flying
Hotel.
Dr.
Annis succeeds Robert
at 2 o'clock from Simmons Funeral steeple, and whatever fears they had Training Command for the final
Rooms, Union.
Interment In Union
G.
Brewer.
William
Sansom, treas
as to their reception, were dispelled. phase of training. Upon success
cemetery
urer;
Joshua
N.
Southard,
secre
Snow—At Rockland, March 6, Fred The meeting was conducted by Ho
ful completion cf this course, he
L. Snow, a^e 83 years, 3 months, 6
tary; and Thomas Anastasio, long
days.
Funeral Wednesday, 2 p. m. ratio C. Cowan, Jr., as Chief Com will receive his “wings” and a com
from Russell funeral home.
rade John; Ralvan Welker as mission as a Second Lieutenant in time head of the house committee,
were elected members of the asso
chaplain and Miss Charlotte Cowan the Army Air Forces. The Green
IN MEMORIAM
ciation. A steak and lobster din
ln loving memory of our darling as Chief Comrade Mary.
Guests, ville Army Air Field is located in
mother who passed away March 8,
ner
was served. Others present,
other than the speaker were: Betty the heart of the world! famous
1043
than
those named, were: A. P.
Her Children
Hempstead, Peggy Jackson, Edith Delta cotton belt on the Mississippi
Richardson, G. B. Butler, E. B.
Carr, Evelyn Clark, Elaine Achorn, river.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT
MaoAliister, P. L. MdPhee, E. W.
Mrs. Shirley B. Marston, wife of
To Nina Gregory, by Penobscot View Kenneth Chatto, Kingsley Strout
Pike. R. L. Murphy and1 Joseph
Grange No. 388.
Robert Achorn and Rev. and Mrs. Cadet Marston resides at 59 West
Whereas: Our Grange has met with
Soffayer.
a great loss ln the passing of our be Roy A. Welker. Comrades present Meadow road. Rockland, during his
loved Sister to that great Grange be
were: Aimee Karl, Ruth Emery. basic training at the Grenville'
yond:
Whereas: We were privileged to enjoy Betty Gray, Corinne Smith, Frances Army Air Field.
her friendliness during her association
Snow, (Jlifford Cameron, Sandy
with us:
Ralph R. Ulmer Camp and Aux
Whereas: She was an ardent sup
Gray,
Sonny Sleeper and Harold
porter of all good ln the Organization.
iliary, United Spanish War Veter
Be It Resolved, that Penobscot View Look, Jr.
Orange No. 388 deeply mourn the loss
ans, will meet Wednesday night,
of Its loyal Sister:
Resolved, that Our Charter be
Baraca Class of the Methodist commencing with 6 o’clock supper.
draped, a copy of these Resolutions be
Those attending will' take prizes.
WITH
spread on our Records, a copy sent to Church will hold its annual meeting
the bereaved family, and one to Tha tomorrow night at 7.30 in the vestry.
Courier-Gazette for publication.
The Rubinstein Club meets Fri
(Signed)

KEEP ON

WAR BONDS

MAGAZINES

efore. Of

RATION GUIDE

Phone 1168

TeJephone or Write for Catalogue

that you

le is

Clinton F. Thomas
OPTOMETRIST
Has opened an office for
Fitting Glasses at

Helen M. Gregory.
Una Ames.
George S. Cunningham.
Committee on Resolutions-

tist Church in Thcmaston, with the
Baptist Choral Society as host or
ganization. Members may leave
Rockland on the 7.55 p. m., bus.

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all of my relatives,
friends and' neighbors for the many
acts of kindness extended to me dur
ing the Illness and death of my wife,
Public Beano. G A.R Hall, Thurs
Grace M. Wheeler; also for the beau
tiful flowerfe.
day, March 9, 2.15 p. m.
19*lt
Especially do I thank Chief Van
Russell and the members of the Fire
Department who acted as pall bear
For dependable radio service
ers; alijfj MB.&CO. Perry Co. and
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
Perry's Main St. Market Employes.
*
George W. Wheeler
517 Main street. Complete Philco

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all our friends and
neighbors for their many kind deeds ,
and the sympathy shown us ln the
loss of our dearly beloved Flavilla.
These kind act* have helped us in our
deep sorrow
Henry Anderson and Harold Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Arey and family.

--

line.

BEANO

Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 P. M.

EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND

8.15 o’clock

SATURDAY
PHONE 590-M

MASONIC TEMPLE HALL
Auspices Motor Corps Girls
.
102Ttf

PUBLIC MEETINGS

Scientific Advisor
Conducting Pubtfc Meetings

SUNDAY, MARCH 12
at

y .

G. A. R. HALL
LECTURE and MESSAGES 7.30

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 390—1174-M
110-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Ambulance Service

Tel. 662
. 9 CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

MX]

MAKES EVERY CUP ATREAT!
THE MELLOW TEA IN THE YELLOW PACKAGE
ON YOUR GROCERS'SHELVES <
DELANO POTTER & CD.. INC., BOSTON. MAS5.

RALPH P. CONANT

434 MAIN STREET,

Lecture Subject

WHERE ARE OUR DEAD?
Fokrwed by MESSAGES

DRESS SHIRTS
$1.19
SPORT SWEATERS
$1.50 to $4.50
MACKINAWS

RUBBER SUITS

Each person may bring TWO
WRITTEN QUESTIONS to be
answered UNDER BLINDFOLD.

HEAVY SHAKER

PRIVATE READINGS at THE

PANTS of All Kinds

THORNDIKE HOTEL beginning
MARCH 13th, 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
19-2^

ROCKLAND, ME.
FOR MEN

$7.75 to $9.95
BOYS’ SUITS
$8.50 to $12.95
YOUTHS’ SUITS
$12.95 to $16.50

SWEATERS
$5.19
$2.95 to $5.00

For Fishermen and Defense
Workers

Two-piece $4.50 each
OIL SLICKERS
$6.95
SWEATERS
HEAVY SHAKER

$3.95 to $6.75
JACKETS
For Work and Dress

CARTER’S OVERALLS
AND FROCKS, $2.15
Heavy 8 ox.

COVERALLS.

'

Pastry won't stick to the board the board before rolling out the Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette,
if you thumb-tack waxed paper to pastry.
ftS.OO a vear

PERRY’S MARKETS

$3.75

WORK CLOTHES AT LOWEST PRICES

SPEED SERVICE

SUPERMARKET

WE ARE
COOPERATING

AT OUR PARK STREET MARKET

WITH THE 15,000,000 WOMEN
WHO ARE KEEPING THE

PERSONAL SERVICE

HOME FRONT PLEDGE

AT OUR MAIN STREET MARKET
For more shopping pleasure and greater saving
—the best selection of hard to get items-Shop at PERRY'S MARKETS EVERY DAY!

ROSE FISH FILLETS ...... Ib 29c
Cut in Rockland—Delivered Daily to Our markets

SHRIMP TAILS.......................... lb 19c

★ WE COLLECT RATION POINTS
FOR All RATIONED FOOD

These Shrimp Are Ready For Your Kettle; all waste removed

★ WE SELL AT CEILING PRICES
OR LESS

riaari:

SQUARE

•. peck jy<

SPINACH
LETTUCE

BUY

SHARK
ANO
PLAY

FRESH AND CLEAN

NO-POINT
LOW-POINT

FOODS

2 beads J5<

CRISP, GREEN—DELICIOUS

PORTERHOUSE
T BONE
CLUB

STEAKS
BEEF
ROAST
MM
■ ■ JR

LB.

BUTT HALF

HAM

,, 36c
BRISKET

SHANK HALF

LB.

LB.

TO BOIL OR TO CORN

PORK ROAST

LB.

WHOLE
OR HALF

COOKED HAMS

LB.

37c

SWIFT’S PREMIUM SKINLESS
FRESH
KILLED
NATIVE

LB.

FRANKFORTS .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 37c

41c

SWIFT’S

ONE POINT
POUND

BACON

CHEESE

EGGS

SWIFT’S or ARMOUR’S

SWIFT’S AMERICAN

LARGE NATIVE

Ib pkg 18c

1 Ib. 41c

dozen 43c

MILK

SOUP

OYSTERS

EVAPORATED

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO

FRESH STEWING

3 tall tins 27c

3 tins 25c

pint 59c

LARD

1

CHICKEN A LA KING,

large jar 29c

ONION SOUP, no points
CHOCOLATE PUDDING
MUSTARD,

med. bar 5c

full quart jar

9c

SWAN SOAP

1 Ib jar 19c

bottle 16c

MAXWELL
HOUSE

WHITE FLOATING

3 Ige cakes 25c

Ib 32c

“BUTTERCUP” BRAND
MAINE PACK
POINT
TOMATOES LOW
VALUE
FI fiTIR
QUAKER
rLUUIX
ALE PURPOSE

PEAS

COCOA

IVORY SOAP

9c
5c

KAROSYRUP

COFFEE

No. 2 tin 15c

RINSO

No. 2 tin 10c

WHITER WASHES

2 Ige pkgs 39c

25 Ib bag $1.39
1-2 Ib tin

BAKER’S

1

9c

DUZ

qt bot 25c

MOLASSES
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

Ib 37c

lgetin
pkg

PEANUT BUTTER,

DOES IT

2 No. 2 tins 25c

2 Ige pkgs 39c

GRAPE

PARD
DEHYDRATED

AMMONIA

PURE JAM

DOG FOOD

OR BLEACH WATER

2 Ib jar

8 oz pkg 10c

35C

2 full qt bots 17c

Just Like Pard in the Can
When Water Is Added

SPRY

SPICES

BREAD

3 Ib jar 63c

STICKNEY & POOR QUALITY

Black Pepper,
Ginger,
Cloves,
Cinnamon,

FOR BOYS

WITH HOODS

ALL MESSAGE SERVICE 2.30

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

gardeh^allahI
TEA i

60-tf

Rev. Ruth Mathias

402 OLD COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLAND. ME.

81-tf

day at 7.30 in the vestry of the Bap
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Celery Salt,
Onion Salt,

pkg 7c
pkg 15c
pkg 10c
pkg 12c
jar 10c
jar 10c

TEA
TENDERLEAF QUALITY

HONEY BOY

2 Ige loaves

17c
ALL-PURPOSE
.SHORTENING

COFFEE
Instantly Made in Your Cup
Barrington Hall Brand

1-4 Ib pkg 23c
Tea Bags, pkg 17c

Jar

16 COUNTER

LOOK AND "PEEL PIT AS A MAJOR* WITH

TREAT YOUR DOG RIGHT—FEED HIM

GAINES DOG FOOD

major-B
COMPLEX

VITAMINS

WE HAVE BOTH GAINES DOG MEAL
AND GAINES KRUNCHEON
ALL YOU WANT—NO LIMIT

CIGARETTES
POPULAR
BRANDS

fl*T PA

4>1.4T*
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QUEENS DIE
PROUDLY
©.WHITS.

W.N.U.VtATUftZS

away. He praised the camouflage
on their field. When he came back
next day, I heard him take his own
youngsters in hand. Of course it
was the old hooey, but he gave them
one serious warning.

CHAPTER XIII

“I now watched this last four fall
ing through what was practically a
striped fog made by Jap pom-poms
coming up at us. We could see the
Japs crowding the rails, trying to
jump overboard as the bombs gath
ered speed. The first bomb plunked
into the water alongside, but the
other three went smack! smack!
smack! right down what had been
her promenade deck, and it looked
like she was coughing up into the
sky a kind of confetti made up of
planking splinters and Jap infantry.
My right wing man, who was re
leasing his bombs synchronized with
me, scored four hits across the back
of this ship.
"You ought to hear Beardshear,
our tail gunner, tell about it. Not
having any Zeros to keep him busy,
he was enjoying the scenery and
playing ‘Yankee Doodle’ on the deck
planking with his .50-calibers. He
says we passed over so close that
he looked down the funnels, and he
called to us over the interphones
that he could see what they were go
ing to have for chow—rice and fish
heads. Then we made our tdrn,
and went on back to Batavia, which
was crowded with refugees from
Singapore.
They quartered us in
some university, and we had to sleep
on a marble floor which was a col
lege education in itself. By then
Beardshear was telling it that we’d
been so close that one of those eyes
in one of those fish heads winked
at him.”

" ‘This is the best-camouflaged
field we’ll ever operate on,' he told
them, 'so remember—I don’t want
anyone to cross this field with a Zero
! on his tail. Bail out, beach it, but
don’t come back here with comi pany.’ As a result, the Japanese
| didn’t find Gnoro Field until two
days before the end.

“Not long after they came, I rang
Bud up with a queer assignment for
the boys. We were doing every
thing possible to stop the Japs from
swarming over onto Sumatra from
Malaya. The Forts were out past
ing their landing barges morning
I and night. We were using them
J practically as heavy pursuit—skim
ming down under the weather to
i chase landing barges going up the
! rivers.
i
“So we asked Bud to deliver a lit
tle strafing, and off they went, car
rying belly tanks to get them there
and stopping off at Andir.
They
l went to work with 30-pound frag
mentation bombs and their machine
guns, and when they got back Bud
reported the P-40’s had had Japs
diving off those barges in full field
i equipment.
He sank quite a few
and drowned hundreds of Japs, and

every P-40 got back to Java.
"But they were closing in on us
from still another direction.
We
could no longer operate from those
' advance fields at Kendari and Sam-

! arinda across the Java Sea. The
Japs had moved into Borneo and
the Celebes. So we waited for what
we knew was coming. They must
be stacking Jap bombers onto what
had been our own fields there—
within easy range of Java.
“We didn't have to wait long. One
morning I was at the KNILM Air
field at Surabaya, checking on a
transport plane which was supposed
to be bringing in ground crews for
Bud Sprague’s fighters, when at Opei^itions they reported In great ex
"When they landed I found there
citement that a Jap bomber force
were nine, led by my old friend
was over Java itself, headed down
Major Bud Sprague, whom I hadn’t
the island.
seen since the Philippines. I asked

"About this time,” said Frank
Kurtz, “I got word from the Colo
nel that at last some American P-40
fighters were on their way up from
Australia, equipped with belly tanks
so they could take it in hops, land
ing for fuel at Kupang airdrome on
Timor Island. It was part of my
liaison job to get them settled w’ith
the Dutch fighters at their airdrome
at Gnoro. It was another beauti
fully hidden field. The Dutch had to
lead them to it with an escort plane.

him where Buzz Wagner was, and
he said Buzz just hadn't been lucky.
They’d told them in Australia that
one of them had to stay behind
and give the newly arriving fighter
pilots a little extra training, while
the other would lead the squadron in
Java.
Buzz and Bud had tossed
an Australian shilling to decide it,
and Buzz had lost; he was stuck
with that training job.
“Bud Sprague was like many fight
er pilots.
He’s stocky, and he’s
jumpy, like a greyhound on a leash
or a welterweight waiting for the bell
—prancing all the time. He'd heard
about this Java fight and was itch
ing to begin—proud of every boy in
his gang, and you could see they
all worshiped him.

(Abbreviation for“Koninklijke Nederlandsch-lndische Luehtvaart Maatschappij,” meaning Royal Dutch Indies Air
plane Company.)

!

“The Dutch fighter pilots, who are
just as prancy as ours, were all ex
cited and doing their stuff. They’d
led Bud in formation, and now they
were putting on a show for him.
They’d dive onto the field in an at
tack string, and just before they hit,
they turned almost straight up in
the air and then, a few thousand
feet up, that string opened out in
all directions like the petals of a
rose.
“Bud had to admit the Dutch were
good. But he said he had to take
one of his planes up for a test that
afternoon and show ’em how to fly.
And he certainly did—doing just
what they did. only coming closer.
It happened there was a radio an
tenna over their operations office,
and Bud came so close down onto
the field that he flew right through
this. I don't think Bud knew it was
there, but when he landed and they
began unwinding that copper wire
which had twisted round his propel
ler hub, the Dutch thought he had
done it on purpose, and had to ad
mit there wasn't much about flying
they could teach these visiting fire
men.
“Bud hit it off with them right

"I was panic-stricken for fear they
might branch off at Malang and
catch our Forts on the ground there.
Luckily the pass was bottled up with
tog, so they came on down toward
us at Surabaya.
“At almost exactly eleven o'clock
we could hear them hitting the city
off in the distance. We knew they
wouldn’t miss us. I’ll never forget
poor old Baalerts, the head of that
KNILM Field. He’d never been
bombed before, and asked me what
to do. He had already crawled into
his car. I told him that was the
worst thing he could do, that we
should run for the concrete slit
trenches at the edge of the field.
Well, we started out. Baalerts
weighs about four hundred pounds,
and he had on a lovely white suit.

WHEN A COLD MAKES YOU

He had been anxious that his wife
know that he was all right. He died
at three in the morning.
KKSPAMOL is sooth
ing to raspy, irri
tated throats...helps
relieve coughing
spasms due to colds
... aids in loosening
and bringing up
phlegm. No sugar...
it's safe for diabetics.
No narcotics ... it’s non-habit-forming;
suitable for young and old.
Tbke RESPAMOL as directed on the ■
label, and if you don’t get prompt relief I
consult your physician.
Guarantee r Your dmffiat nrili refund
full price if you are not aatisfied.

Makers of Unguentine'

Tuesday-Friday
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a direct hit on the barracks there,
so for the second time those poor
guys of Patrol Wing ID lost all they
had—the first had been at Cavite in
the Philippines.
"Now came the third wave, head
ed right for our airdrome. Echoing
a.ound in the cement of our slit
trenches, the sound of the crashes
was terrific. Poor old Baalerts was
down there lying on the concrete
floor, his white bridal suit soaking
up half an inch of dirty rain water.
We were all thankful when we heard
that bomb pattern moving away.
They’d laid a nice strip across the
field, but only one bomb happened
to hit the macadam strip.
"I was just hoisting out of the
trench what was left of our bride
groom—there had been a lot of noise
and I’m afraid his condition was
pretty grave—when the Zeros hit, so
we got Baalerts back down again.
"All the Dutch had to meet them
were twelve export-model Curtiss
pursuits. They had little motors and
were hardly better than advanced
trainers. The Dutch had come to
America in 1939 with nice shiny newmined gold in their hands, begging
to buy fighters. But this was all
we could spare them, and it was
the entire Dutch fighter force, ex
cept for another dozen which finally
got back from Samarinda. Well, this
brave dozen was up to do what it
could against about ten Zeros.
"We watched one Dutchman com
ing in for fuel when two Zeros
crossed his tail, their guns going
full-blast, hammering tracers into
his tail—watched his plane roll over
and dive into the red dust at the
edge of the field.
"Now another Dutch pilot comes
in, with a Zero streaking for his
tail, the Dutchman dodging all the
way to the ground. Fifty feet from
the ground he slips to the right to
avoid that stream of tracers, but it’s
too late. Flames come gushing out,
yet he manages to land and jump
out of the burning plane. It's a ter
rific fight overhead; we can hear
the faraway rattles as they clear
their guns—the brave Dutch kids are
fighting for their homeland, and sev
en planes were lost that morning of
the twelve which had been Java’s
only defending Dutch fighter force.
"As I climbed out I realized the
picture was darkening fast. We were
depending on our Fortresses to keep
the Jap transports away from Java,
but we had to have fighters to de
fend our flying fields.
“But it wasn’t until later in the
day that I found out the Zeros had
got Major Straubel, one of our own
squadron commanders. He’d been
piloting a B-18 we used for transpor
tation, and was coming from Malang
to Surabaya to talk, with General
Brett. The Zeros hit, and from the
ground they saw him go over the
hill on fire.
"They brought him into Surabaya
hospital, and of course I went right
out It was in confusion because of
the raid, but tiptoeing down those
dim corridors, I finally found Straubel’s room. He was burned black,
and there was no hope, but they’d
given him morphine to put him to
sleep, and he was groaning in his
sleep. But until then, when he’d
been conscious, he hadn’t let out a
groan—had just been anxious that
the nurse let his wife know he was
all right. He died at three in the
morning.
"The next day the railway-station
platforms were thick with natives,
loaded with everything they had—
getting out of town.
"While the liaison work lasted I
was quartered at the big hotel in
Surabaya, and the whole thing didn't
feel right. You weren’t sure of these
natives as you had been of the Fili
pinos. That night a few were shot
who were caught flashing lights into
the air. And at the hotel the bare
footed waiters, who slipped silently
between tables and in and out of the
high-ceilinged rooms, began' to dis
appear.
"My own boy turned up a couple
of days later, however—with tears
in his eyes. Said he was back and
to stay. He wasn’t sure what this
war was about, but he'd taken his
mother and sister to the country,
and was back for the rest of the war.
"Jap Intelligence must have been
very good, because one bomber had
peeled off the formation and made
a direct run on the newly complet
ed Dutch Army-Navy building (they
had just moved in), scoring a nearmiss.
"Meanwhile there was something
else to straighten out The Dutch
fighters alone had been defending
Surabaya—where had our P-40’s
been? Well, it turned out that in
that Dutch fighter-control room they
hadn’t been able to speak English
clearly enough for our boys to un
derstand over the radio, so they'd
been off in another comer of the
sky. Getting someone in there who
could talk with an American accent
was another job for me.
“The Forts of course had been
pounding away at the Japs, and had
come back with ominous news—
they’d spotted a Jap carrier out in
the Java Sea and sent it away limp
ing. If they’d had more strength
and could have laid down a denser
bomb pattern, they’d have sunk the
damned thing. The Navy’s PBY
flying boats of Patrol Wing 10 were
doing a wonderful reconnaissance
job finding targets for us—every
morning or so you might wake up
to find a Jap carrier at almost any
comer of the island. The PBY’s
would sight a little task force in
the evening, but by the time I got
word to our Forts to be out there
next morning, often it had slipped
away.
"Most important of all, ten more
fighters presently arrived—hopping
up from Australia via our steppingstones of Timor and Bali. They
were led in by Captain Will Con
nolly, a commercial pilot, who flew
a Beechcraft and did the navigating
for the fighters—that isn’t part of
their training. He reported they'd
only lost one, which cracked up in
landing at Timor Field.

He’d just married a beautiful ac
tive young wife the day before, and
in general wasn’t in condition to be
bombed.
"As we ran, we could hear the
second wave coming over the har
bor next to our airdrome—hear the
hollow echo as the bombs crashed
into the oil storage base. They
practically leveled Moro Kambangem, the Dutch naval base there,
coming in out of the sun—it was real
ly a beautiful job from the profes
sional standpoint. It's second in size
only to Singapore. The docks were
left a shambles. Our American Na
vy’s PBY’s of Patrol Wing 10 were
anchored there. One or two were
burned on the ways, but the rest
managed to take off, although the
Japs strafed a dingy full of sailors . "But they’d had plenty ofexciterowing out to thejji. They also sfor?d
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Correspondent
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A fire Saturday afternoon de
stroyed the main house on Cole’s
Hill of Mrs. Lillian Mank. Very
little was saved. The ell and bam
are still standing.
The Democratic caucus was held
at the High School building TTiursday with James Harkins as chair
man and Gretihel Winchenbach,
secretary. Nominated for office
were: Selectman. Fred L. Bums;
Assessors. Ernest Bums, Ernest G.
Castner and LeForest T. Mank;
treasurer and collector, Arlene
Hoffses;
road
commissioners,
Franklin L. Pitcher, E. John Miller
and Sanford L. Brown; fire wards,
William Freeman,,Herbert Oldis
and Wendell Blanchard; school
committee. Walter E. Kaler; clerk,
William H. Brooks, Jr.
S. E. Hyler of Cushing was a
business visitor in town Wednesday.
Mrs. Emma E. Spear, Judge Her
bert T. Powers of Portland and Sgt.
end Mrs. Carroll R. Spear of Carls
bad, N M. were guests Thursday
of Mrs. M. Louise Miller.
(Miss Mary Miller is at home on
ten days' vacation fro mthe U of M.
The Bridge Club met Friday eve
ning with Mrs. Rose Weston.
Thirty-five attended the P.T.A.
meeting at the High. School build
ing, Thursday.. The speaker was
Rev. Clayton Richard of Dutch
Neck. His subject, "Constructive
Education,” was handled in his
usual pleasing manner. Luncheon
was served by a committee com
posed of the teachers of the Brick
School.
The P.T A. will sponsor soon a
‘Toodfless Food Sale ' Part of the
proceeds will go toward buying a
projector for Madelyn Porter’s
room.
The committee for the
“sale,” are Betty Hilton, Julia Bur
gess, Pauline Wallace, Lula Miller
Gertrude Ralph. Annie Genthner,
Isabel Osier, Margaret Ford1 and
Madelyn Porter. Date will be an
nounced later.
Under the direction of the
Civilian Service Corps, a meeting
will be held at the Bkptist vestry,
at 2 p. m„ March 23, with Miss
Joyce Johnson; home demonstra
tion ageht, as speaker, subject
“Food Ffghts for Health.”
Thomas L. Richards has been a
surgical patient at Miles Memo
rial Hospital.
The Lincoln County Ministerial
Association met yesterdey at the
First Baptist Church.
•
Mr. and Mrs .Robert Moulton
and son of Portland, have been
guests of Miss Annie O. Welt, Pine
street.
Young Women’s Guild met Fri
day in the Baptist vestry with 13
present. Rev. Frederick Heath
was tiie speaker. Next meeting
March 17 will be in the same
place. The committee for refresh
ments will be Mrs. Freda Genthner
and Mrs. Gertrude Ralph and the
entertainment
committee
Miss
Margaret Childs and Mrs. T.lHlan
Beggs.
American Legion meets Wednes
day in GA.R. hall. Returned1 vet
erans will be entertained, also their
ment. Just as they were approach
ing Timor the boys had engaged and
shot down a Jap fighter. It made
Connolly plenty jittery. He was an
old hand at flying, but his little
Beechcraft had no guns, and
wouldn’t have lasted a minute in
combat. So he hurried on out of
there to land at Bali for lunch. But
en route he sighted what was either
a twin-tailed Messerschmitt 110 or a
twin-engined Mitsubishi bomber, on
patrol, which altered course and
was coming toward them.
"Will Connolly had no radio in his
Beechcraft to warn the ten P-40’s
in the formation he was leading, so
he started going up and down fran
tically to signal them. Sure enough,
the kids got the idea, and the two
fighters on his wing peeled off and
headed for the Jap. The first one
put out his port engine, but the Jap
feathered it and kept on going. But
then he was hit by the second P-40,
which, in spite of the fact that only
two of its six guns were working,
knocked out the starboard motor.
And just to make sure of him, ■
third P-40, which by now had ar
rived. dived in to chew his wing off.
"You should have heard those
American kids when they got in.

Mrs. M. E. Cunningham is ill at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Linwood Mitchell in' Burkettville.
Charles E. Griffin and family ol
Appleton called’ Monday on friends
here.
Leon Esancy and Leonard Rice of
Connecticut are guests at the home
ot Mrs. Laura Daniels.
Miss Vivian Rowell who spent
three weeks with Miss Myrtle
Cunningham, has returned to East
Union, Mrs. Grace Rosa of Wash
ington was a caller last Tuesday on
Miss Cunningham, also Mrs Bessie
Light of Camden.
Wilford J. Bryant i

Joseph E. Hubbard of Wiscasset.

If lack of blood-iron makes you pale,
weak, "dragged out”—try Lydia Pink
ham’s TABLETS — one of the best
home ways to help build up red blood
to get more strength and energy^— in
such cases. Follow label directions.

lydia Kaklws’s

tmuis

WARREN

He will take as subject, “Puerto
. Rico.”
Mrs. Russell Hilton ls visiting
‘ relatives In New York. On return
j she wlH be accompanied by her
! husband who is stationed in New
Jersey.

The Atlantic Street
met Thursday night aa
Mrs. Muriel Lane.
^»rved. Prizes at cai
py Mrs. Vera Johnsol
Hazel Dyer, second

Tel.

Supper committee Thursday at
the Congregational Church will be
Mrs. S. A. Watts. Mrs. Albert White,
Mrs. Inez Maithews, Mrs. Fred
Campbell and Mrs. Alice MacDou
gall.
Mrs. Daniel Heal and Mrs. May
Gerrish of Camden were callers
last Tuesday at the home of Mrs
Laura Starrett.
t
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Spear have
moved from their apartment at
Clifford Spear’s, East Warren, to
their own home, the Harry Swift
place at Warren Highlands, which
they bought recently.
Mrs. Roland Starrett and Mrs.
Herbert Weaver, Jr., entertained at
supper recently, Mrs Maurice Lind
sey, Miss Dorothy Simmons and
Miss Dorothy Hubbard.
The Happy-Go-Luckies Girls 4-H
Club will meet Thursday at the
home of the local leader, Mrs. Luella
Crockett, and will make scrap
books.
Mrs. William H. Robinson is in
Portland for treatment at the Maine
General Hospital. While there she
will be guest of Mrs. William. Mor
rison, at 301 Stevens avenue.
A general invitation is extended
to all citizens and students <o at
tend the meeting of the ParentTeacher Association, at Town hall
tonight, at 7.30, with John Pomeroy
of Rockland, the speaker.

of a sandwich tray and six glasses
to the president, Mrs. Ida Dyer;
closing by singing, “God Be With
You TUI We Meet Again.” Since
organization, the Guild has earned
$18,821.40 and of this amount $9,784.84 has been turned over to the
Church. Officers are: President,
Ida Dyer; vice president, Maude
Simpson; secretary, Doris Shields;
treasurer, Mabel Stone; work com
mittee, Susie Wooster, Emma Joy
and Helen Marden; fancy work
committee, Katherine Duncan, Nora
Waterman, Orilla Sampson, Flor
ence Brown. Lillian York and
. Doris Shields.
I

ZxZ.

ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

Wllford J. BTyant, bom Oct. 1,
1863, a lifelong resident of Union,
met with a serious accident on
Union Common, Feb. 15 and was re
moved to Waterville Hospital where
he died Fob. 19.
He was a graduate of Conserva
tory of Music in Boston and taught
the piano many years in connection
with tuning.
He will be greatly missed, espec
ially in the Grange for he was al
ways willing to help with the work,
and entertaining with his musical
ability.
A great lover of birds, one of his
rooms held over 20 canaries. His
hen house held many species includ
ing six golden pheasants and other
rare birds. A great lover of flowers
though many years partially blind,
one eye operated upon some years
ago, he wes yet able to enjoy Ills
flowers and garden.
He was a kindly, generous man,
caring for the sick, always with a
pleasant smile for everyone.
He leaves a widow, Mrs. Bertha
Bryant in Union and two nieces in
Clever Radio Program
Washington, D. C., and many
The Woman’s Club met Thursday
friends to mourn his loss.
at the home of Mrs. Fred Perkins,
with 28 present. The Club has
NORTH HAVEN
turned over the sum of $36 to the
Mrs. Emma Snow has returned Red Cross, according to a report ol
from Rcckland where she has been the quilt committee chairman, Mrs
spending the Winter at the home Earle Moore. Members were invited
of her son, Irven E. Stone.
to atteid the Parent-Teacher meet
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Parsons of ing tonight at Town hall at 7.30.
Rockland were weekend guests of Mrs. Dana Smith, Sr., extended an
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C iiTvitation to meet to meet at her
Parsons.
home April 6.
Mrs. Wendell Howard and son
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock presented
Merten, spent the week in Boston a clever radio program with Mrs.
with Mr. Howard who was having a
Willis R. Vinal, the station an
short furlough from the Rfijr.
nouncer. Roll call was ‘my favorite
Irven Stone and son Douglas, ol announcer in which Lowell Thomas
Rockland were recent overnight polled the most votes. Mrs. A. S.
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs Bishop gave the news of the world
Oscar Waterman.
from Station PBS. (Peeler’s Barber
Mrs. E. C. McIntosh of Vinalha- Shop), in which she told among
veh visited this week at the home other interesting news sketches, of
of Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Gillis.
a visit with Rev. and Mrs. L. Clark
Harvey Calderwood, US.N., has French in South Berwick, Mass.,
returned to his duties at Sampson, enroute to her home from North
N. Y. He was accompanied as far Andover, Mass. She also spoke ol
as Rockland by Mrs. Calderwood.
the Knox County Association for
C. E. Waterman is in Boston this Religious Education, which had
week cn business.
found it necessary to buy a new car
Pvt. Paul Dyer, U. S. Marines, ls for the use of Miss Hazel Lane, the
home on a short furlough from Vil- director. The school children of the
lanova, Penn.
county have named the car Rhoda
James A Farley has congratu Willis. Appeal was made to the
lated Herman Crockett on his re pupils to make a contribution to
cent appointment as postmaster in ward the payment of the car. When
a previous item this paper er Miss Lane made her regular visit
roneously assumed! that the felici- to the schools she was delighted to
tatiens were from the present Post receive from the pupils and Supt
master General, Frank C. Walker A D. Gray, the sum of $28. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hall have re A. S. Bishop, a member of the fi
turned to Vinalhaven after having nance committee for Rural Relig
spent three months with Mr. and ious Education, last October, col
Mrs. Ronald Gillis.
lected $30 from the various church
Mrs. Francis Lipvosky is visiting organizations and invidiuals. There
in Boston.
is a great need for gifts for this
George Young Is home from Port worthy work and any organization,
land for three wefeks, awaiting in and any organization or individual
duction in the Army.
wishing to share in this work may
Unity Guild celebrated its 21st pass their gift to Mrs. Bishop.
anniversary last Tuesday. Dinner
Mrs. Frank Rowe, in a broadcast
was served, honor guests at which frem station OOOK, ‘Fats and
were Rev. Mr. Rice' and Herman Scraps' presented in her introduc
Crockett. The birthday cake was tion, a sketch of the first cracker
made by Mrs. Helen Marden. This makers, and their places of busi
program was rendered: Harmonica ness, and wen on to give old fash
solo, ‘'America,” by Maud Simpson; ioned recipes, with stress on the
song by the company, "When You saving of materials, such as fats
and I Were Young, Maggie;” History and sugar. She passed out slips
oi the Guild, Ida Dyer; financial bearing some tested recipes to those
statement toy the treasurer, Mabel who attended.
Stone; presentation of a sum of From Parent-Teacher Association,
money to Mrs. Stone in apprecia Mrs. Arthur Starrett gave a paper
tion of services rendered as treas on "Delinquency.” Mrs. J. B. Kim
urer for the past 20 years; readings ball, unable to give a program of
by several of the members; geogra American Songs, had' substituted
phical contest, won by Florence three records of Nelson Eddy’s se
Brdwn; singing by all; memory con- lections, which came over Station
test, won by Helen Marden; mono FLOP. Creating much merriment
logue by Mabel 9tone; roll call with an<j diversion was the Quiz Kids
~
I program over WWC (Warren Wornmothers andi wives. The Auxiliary i an-s club) on historical Warren, in
wiU serve supper before the meet- lwhich the quiz klds
Mrs.
ing. The speaker will be Paul L. c E Qverlock, the program chairJulian of Waterville, past State
Commander. Entertainment will 19 members present; presentation

Most of them were just out of flying
school, and had never before flown
a P-40 except for the* three-hour
practice Buzz Wagner had been able
to give them as they passed through be fTtmished.
Brisbane. But now they had drawn
Mrs. Guy Abbotoni is visiting
first blood, and they were excited
'datives
and friends in Boston
and yipping like a bunch of fox
and
Woburn,
Mass.
terrier pups chasing their first rab
Mrs. Harlan McLain left Monday
bit
for
Greenville, 8. C.. where her
(To be continued)
husband. Sgt. McLain is stationed.
The Brotherhood will observe La
Women who suffer SIMPLE dies’ Night Wednesday in the Bap
tist vestry- The speakers will be

ITuSsflay-Frlday
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INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE

HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
in thia column no* to exceed three Itoea 1»Mffted once for 25 cents, two times for 50 cents. Additional
Unee five cents each for one time; 10 cents for two times. Five
“““awZS? Noth?* All -Mind ads- aa oafled L a. advertlaa■njTSSL
U» ««« U h. Mht U'tfc.
Gaaette office far handling, ooat 2$ oonta additlo

LOST AND FOUND

EGGS AND CHICKS

BLACK pocketbook lost between
Lime St. and New York Bakery. Ri
tur nto MRS. EDWARD COLSON 38
Admontem Ave.
________________ 19-It
RATION Book No. 4 lost.
WM.
ROBBINS. RFD., City._________17*F-19
WAR Ration Books 3 and 4 lost by
CHARLES and VERNA THOMPSON, 8
Myrtle St.. City.
J7*T*19

DAY old Barred Bock chicks from
Pullorum Clean flock for sale, hatched
on order. TEL- 263-14. City.
l9-2>.
WE are now booking orders for Sexed
or Straight day old Rhode Island Bed
Chicks from our Maine U. S Approved
^!<^™ean Flock
Hatches
Monday. Order early for date
ence! Telephone « 33W.
HUGH
LITTLE. Rockland, Me. __________iBX1

TO LET

WANTED

FURNISHED kitchenette
to
let.
TFT. J328M or call at 29 BEECH ST.
alter 6 p. m_____________________
ROOMS by day or week to let; 120
CAMDEN ST.___________________ 19*20
TWO furnished rooms to let. TE1.
921M._____________ ________________
—LARGE front room adjoining bath
for rent; 99 CAMDEN ST. Tel. 1245.
19-20
FURNISHED roo mto let to working
ccuple TEL. 431JK
18 19
TENEMENT opposite Shipyard to let.
Apply to ANTHONY SMALLEY. 90
Mechanic St. Tel. 436W.
17tf

GENERAL Trucking an<J ba^i’}£‘
coal, rubbish and ashes
TEL 902W.

MEN and Women, average 9Oc per
hour. Full or part time work. No
experience necessary.
Write for de
tails
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER. Box
367-C. Newark. 1. N. J.
19*21
REFRIGERATION
NECESSARY IN WAR OR PEACE
Instruction. Male.
Shortage of
men for installation and repair work.
The need for trained men to overhaul
and install refrigeration end air con
ditioning equipment is urgent. If you
are mechanically inclined and have a
fair education, look Into this big pay
trade.
Learn how you can get this
training in .spare time or evenings. No
Interference with present Job
For
full Information write at once, giv
ing name, address, etc.
UTILITIES
INST, care Co.urleir-Gazette.
19*20
LEARN PRACTICAL NURSING
Instruction. Be a trained, practical
nurse.
Big deman<
High wages.
Leam quickly at home.
Fine extra
money occupation. Work when you
please. Ages 18 to 55. High school not
necessary.
Write for free informatlon. WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTI
CAL NURSING, care Courier-Gazette.
19*11;
PAINTING Jobs and paper hanging
wanted by expert workmen. All work
guaranteed.
Prices reasonable. JO
SEPH CLOUGH, 14 Oak St. Tel. 1112M.
19-24
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St Tel, 212W.
9 T-tf
PORTABLE radio wanted for boy
in the armed forces in New Guinea
Need not be In perfect order
Tel.
117W. MRS MAURICE LEONARD
________________________________ 18-19
OLDER Woman wanted or woman
with one child for housekeeper. MRS
H. DUNBAR, Jefferson, Me.
18*19
SECOND-HAND furniture
bought,
also Junk. TEL. 314R or write P. O.
BOX 862. City.
17tf
FURNISHED apartment wanted of
2 or 3 rooms by officer's wife with 2
elementary school age children. Write
MRS VIVIAN BELCHER. Star Route,
Appleton, Malne;__________________ 17*19
~YOUNG-children wanted to board.
MRS. MAURICE MALLON, Route 1,
Skowhegan. Me. Tel. 8474.
16*19
WILL pay from $7 to $15 each for all
marble top tables, depending on size,
condition ahd style of them. I also
pay from $5 to $8 each for old pari or
lamps with colored flowers on them.
If you really want to get the top
prices for your antiques, write W. J.
FRENCH. 10 High St., Camden.
16tf
USED Furniture and Stoves wanted.
We will pay cash or trade for new.
Call 1154. V. F STUDLEY, INC., 283
Main St., Rockland.
15tf
1941 or 1942 Chevrolet, Ford, or
Plymouth wanted. Will pay $1000 cash
for low mileage car.
Write giving
make. year, model, mileage car has
been driven, general condition and
your phone number. Address FORD,
care Courier-Gazette.
I8tf
WAITRESSES wanted at Park Street
Lunch. TEL 838R or call at PARK
I3tf
STREET LUNCH
OLD furniture wanted.
Why not
sell those old haircloth pieces and that
marble top fumituie while the de
mand for lt ls in evidence and the
price good.
I am not hunting for
bargains and will pay good prices for
good
merchandise
Write
W
J.
FRENCH, 10 High St., Camden, Me
12tf
1941 Pontiac. Oldsmoblle, Dodge.
Chrysler or Buick. wanted
Will pay
$1200 ra&h immediately for low mile
age car.
Write, giving make, year,
model, n.Heage car has been driven,
general coalition, and your phone
number. AUTO, core Courier-Gazette.
_____________________I8tf
GENERAL Trucking and hauling
coal. TEL. 902W
7*10tf
HIGHEST prices paid for used stoves
and oil burners. C. E GROTTON, 138
Camden St. Tel. 1091W.
I8tf
OLD hair cloth furniture wanted,
also marble top tables., and old
books. CARL SIMMONS, 2 Park StTel. Rockland, 1240.
I8ttf

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE
IF you are looking for quality, low
cost of operation, efficiency, long se-v| ice without trouble, buy « Wilson Milk
i cooler, with life tested fibre glass In
sulated cabinet. Factory trained serv
ice men. Order a Wilson electric or
j engine milk coaler today. Tomorrow
i may be too late. Terms arranged. W
! S. PILLSBURY <& SON, Waterville.19 25
NEW Davenport bed for sale. TEL
29 29
271J, City
1938
STU DEBAKER 4-dOtxr sedan.
Excellent condition. Low mileage. In
quire 32 SCHOOL ST., down stairs.
19*20
BATHINETE
for
sale,
used
3
months. Price $3. TEL 433RK. 19 It
LADY'S Spring coat for sale, plaid,
size 18; never worn. ALICE FERNALD
Tel. 575.___________________________ 19*20
36-foot
DragJ^r for
shle,
fully
equipped for scallop or fish dragging,
2 nets, $1300. A L. ANDERSON, Cam
den, Me.
19-22
10 ACRE poultry farm; capacity 1800
layers; 4 floor hcntou.se 36x40.
All
poultry equipment, and farm tools ln! eluding 6 Cfts brooders. 2 electric
brooders, 22 range shelters.
Unfail
ing water supply; rjnge piped for wa
ter and fenced. Stable room pasture
and hay for 2 cows. Nice house of 6
rooms; new bathroom, new furnace,
cemented cellar; hard pine floors. AU
household furnishings including elec
tric refrigerator and Glenwood range.
Very
compact
setup
and
money
maker. Now in full production. All
equipment furnishings and buildings
in fl:st class condition. F. H. WOOD,
Court House. Rockland.
19-It
WOOPSAWINO outfit for sale, also
large black comb, oil and! gas range,
Home Clarion range.
All types of
heater.
C. E. GROTTON. 138 Cam
den St. Tel. 1091W.
19tf
THREE wood brooder stoves for sale.
MARIA MIKKOLA, Warren, Maine.
___________19*20
BUNCH of Pre-war Studio Couches,
seme new. some used, some good, and
some no good, lots of used table model
radios, over night case, portable, bat
tery. Electric, like new; two Phil Gas
comb.,
cream enamel and white
enamel, the white one with oU burn
er tank* Hegulator. ready to use Very
nice lltrge* size pot burner oil heater,
garage air compressor, with ‘/a-horse
power motor, 5-ton. floor Jack, 1938
Chevrolet Coupe, flrat class, 1938 Oldamobile Coupe, first class, 1934 Chev
rolet 2-dioor, not classed but good, one
1938 G.B.C. %-ton truck extra good, I
have a blue, and Ivory enamel stove
with an oU burner in lt. that I will
sell at a real bargain. Does anyone
need a wind chaiger? I have a factory
made one. somebody ought to need
those James-Way wood brooder stoves.
I don’t. I have some good used furni
ture that ought to be used by some
one else. I also have a very nice 60 acre
farm on a good road, that I will
sell, good bulWlngs, electric lights, wa
ter. hardwood Moors lumber, wood and
blueberries. Why we have almost every
thing here In Washington, Earl Boyn
ton has a lot of 1940, '41. and '42
Chevrolet cars. Murdick Cramer, has
7 good horses, and plenty of Gossip
be.sifiFf* from tTie Neighbors, If you
need anything let us know. HAROLD
B KALER., Washington. Me. Tel. 5-25.
Always home Sundays.
istf
MODERN, 12-room. double tenement
house, for sale. Buxlon HUI, Warren.
Excellent location and condition One
acre land
Call or ‘phone after 3 30
p. m. daMy. aLVAH SIMMONS, Warren. 12-11._________________________ ig-19
GRAHAM car for sale. Supercharg
er. 6 cylinder, been driven 15,000 miles,
5 practically new tires, new battery
and car In perfect shape. Can get
in touch with me any day at 4.30 p m
1'El. CAMDEN, 2052.
18-21
furniture
f^r sale"
KAARLO JARVI. South Union. 18*20
HOUSE and two lots for salej-price
reasonable
WALTER MCLEOD
53
Rawson Ave., Oamden.
17*28
CROCKETr house on Main St.~for
sale;, io rooms, large lot land; now
being converted into apartments. Low
*
Su?ck^a3e- Opposite Jame??”Market. Has commercial poesiTED.C124O
SIMMONS.

I

On and after this date I will pay
only those bills contracted by myself.
MAYNARD W GRAY. 2d
Rockland. March 3. 1944.
18*20
This is to notify all that I will pay
only those bills contracted in peison.
ADDIE E WALTER, Friendship." Me
____________
JP*20
ELECTROLUX
VACUUM
CLEANER
USERS
If you would like your E.ectrolux
checked free of charge and the neces
sary repairs made while parts are
available, write Electrolux Corporation
477 Congress St., Portland Maine and
h0™ overlooking harbor
our representative will call within the nice condition,
new plumbing
Price
next two weeks
Don't face house
SO
Ro^knn
f
3t
r
w
lCk
WriU
n
0*
cleaning time with your machine in 314
14*2b
poor working condition
18 19 «>13. Rockport. Maine.

man, Mrs. Prank Rowe, Miss Tena
McCallum, Mrs. Arthur Starrett and
Mrs. Dana H. Smith, Sr., forfeited
a penny each, for, the Red Cross
for any question they could not
answer. Radio script and sound
effects were worked out by Mrs.
Willis Vinal, assisted by her sister,
Mrs. Albert Burdick.

OOULD. Tel. 2306 or M70. oiuni™
18tf
on government business far a few
days.

Mrs. Charles Studley, a surgical
patient at Knox Hospital, is making
good recovery.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wade
________
< are Mrs. A. Curtis Grant of Man
-GLEN COVE
chester, N. H., and Mrs. O. B. Mor
Elder and Mrs. Newman Wilson rell of Waltham, Mass.
were weekend guests of Rev. And
Mrs. George Woodward.
Special
services /were held Sunday at. the
Woodward home.
Everett Humphrey is In Augusta

Pfc. Clyde Pooie ret I
to Son Francisco, aft J
few days furlough will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Raljfa
Rockland were gues J
Mr and Mrs. Clarer
S. Sgt. Emily Wii
<who has been spendml
lough at her home
for her station at Des
Miss Harriet Vina,
•^lending a two week s
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Wells and A. A. ?
back Light Station
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RocCTand Courier-GazSfte, Tuesday, Marcfi

VINALHAVEN

ticned at Bar Harbor is spending a
The Atlantic Street Bridge Club short leave with Mrs. Mills, at the
THE LYRIC MUSE
met Thursday night at the home of home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Muriel Lane.> Lunch was Burton Vinal.
^rved. Prizes at cards were won
Miss Betty Dearborn of Meriden,
Ty Mrs. Vera Johnson, first; Mrs Conn., and S Sgt. Emily Winslow,
Hazel Dyer, second.
WAAC of Des Moines, Iowa were
Pfc. Clyde Pooie returned Monday dinner guests Wednesday of Mr. and
to San Francisco, after spending a Mrs. George Geary at the Kittredge
few days furlough witn his parents. Farm.
Publication Limited to Brief
. Poems
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Poole.
Mrs. Jennie Maker was hostess
of Original Composition
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brown of Thursday to the Mother and Daugh- ,
By Subscribers
Rockland were guests last week of ter Club. A dandelion green supper
was served and the evening spent
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Bennett.
MY PRAYER
|For The Courier-Gazettel
S. Sgt. Emily Winslow, WAAC, with cards. Those present were:
be more kind and loving,
who has been spending a short fur Mrs F. V. Mullen, Mrs. Scott Libtle- I would
Lord, today
lough at her home here left Friday
Mrs- Margie ChiUes, Mrs. Sending forth thy love and healing on
llfes way
Miss Muriel Putting
for her station at Des Moines, Iowa, i ^er^)er^
Patrick,
self far out of sight
its arrogance and might
.
Mias Harriet Vinal, who has been Chilles, Mrs. Roy Nickerson, Mrs. IWith
would be more kind and loving, Lbrd,
Max
Conway
and
Mrs.
Angus
Hentoday.
ndlrtg a two weeks vacation here
nigar.
The
mystery
prize
was
won
I
would
be more patient, humble,
returned Friday to resume her
j
Lord, I pray
by Mrs. Patrick.
Watching carefully each word my
teaching duties at Natick, Mass.
Ups would 6ay
Union Church Circle will meet May no
The Nitaneat Club was enter
hateful thought of mine
tained Thursday by Mrs. Beatrice Thursday. Supper will be at 5.30. , Wound or mar a child of thine
Lord, today.
Burns. Lunch was served and the H°use^eePeTS are Mrs. Marion Lit- , I would follow Thee more truly, Lord,
today
evening passed with knitting and
^rs' Katie Greenleaf, Mrs.
Thou my guide and help, my com
sewing. Members present'were Mrs. Vera Johnsen and Mrs. Emma Win
forter and stay
Standing firm ln face of wrong
Althea Bickford, Mrs. Ethelyn Arey, slow.
Pressing onward with a song
The Vinalhaven Night Hawks I would follow Thee more truly all
Mrs Edith Thomas, Mrs. Elizabeth
the way.
met
recently at the home of Mrs.
Davidson, Mrs. Phyllis Guiltord,
Harriet Cold Parker
Philadelphia.
Mrs. Barbara Healey and Mrs. Cleo Howard McFarland in Belmont,
kkkk
Mass., wihere a pleasant evening
Shields.
A PRAYER
[For The Courier-Gazette|
Mrs. Nellie Marston, who spent was passed. Lunch was served.
the Winter here went Friday to her The next meeting will be March 9 God, take care of our soldier boys
Who are far from their homes we
at the home ctf Mrs. Ellen Amiro,
home at East Longmeadow, Mass.
pray.
home comfort, safety and
— Mrs.
Malcolm Hopkins
who has
Mrs Malcolm
Hopkins who
has 1063 B,ln,ont slre"’ Wav«">' At Far from
joys
Cen
visiting her
parent.,. Mr.
and a Y n“lhaven
Far from their families they so mlsa
Tjeen visiting
her parents,
Mr. and
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
today.
Mrs L. W. Sanborn, returned Fri
Johnsen recently, those present While they must fight for the land
day to Worcester, Mass.
they love
were: Mr. and Mrs. Fritzof Ander
In mountain or Jungle mire.
Miss Betty Dearborn who has son, Mr. and Mrs. Robert jerkins Planes
that roar through the sky
above,
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. C. of Springfield, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Ships that battle through storm and
Webstx
Webster, has returned to Meriden, [
Con^y> daughter Edith.
fire.
Conn.
Save
them. Heavenly Father, kind
I Herbert Conway, Mrs. Marne Grey,
From all cowardice, weakness, fear.
M C Carman of Deer Isle, W. W.; Mrs. Ellen Amiro and daughters From all worry of heart and mind.
From temptations they never felt
Wells and A. A. Alley of Saddle- olive and Eva, Mr. and Mrs.
here.
back Light Station were guests the Thomas Baum, daughter Murw4, Make them keep them all brave and
past week at the home of Capt. and Miss Marion Tolman, Miss Vera
strong,
Inspired with courage high,
Mrs. A M. Miller.
Warren, and Carolyn Calder otf Peace of mind and a confident song
Though they must suffer and bleed
Herbert Mills, U.S.N., who Is sta- Belmont, Mass.
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|ceed three lines 1>cents. Additional
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I! New York Bakery. RtEDWARD COLSON. 38
Ave.
19-lt,
Book No. 4 lost.
WM.
17*F-19
lP.D, City.
In Books 3 and 4 lost by
Ll VERNA THOMPSON, 8
|lty.
J7*T*19
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day or week to let; 120
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' Buxton Hill, Warren,
lion and condition. One
|»11 or phone after 3.30
|\LVAH SIMMONS. War_______ ___________ 18-19
for sale. SuperchargIbeen driven 15.000 miles,
pew tires, new battery
k'rfect shape. Can get
(ne any day at 4 30 p. m.
2052 __ _____
18-B1
_ furniture for sale
F1 S0114^ Union. 18*20
J two lots far sale; price
■VALTER McLEOD. 53
pamden.
17*20
■house on Main St. ~tor
large lot land; now
into apartments. Low
sale. Opposite JameHas commercial poesiSIMMONS. Rockland
__________________ 17tf
■e overlooking harbor^

II

new plumbing.
Iqulck sale. Write BOX
>x
|Malne.
14*20
|.Property tor sale ~Ux
L1,* estate, J. HERBERT
(2306 or 2170. Camden

18tf

Music speaks in many form,

Cutting and handling ice are disagreeable and danger
ous jobs at best, and Nature doesn’t always provide ice
when you want it. An electric milk cooler saves both
time and money, and assures best cooling results. For
complete information about “Reddy Kilowatt” auto
matic milk cooling, call at our nearest store. We now
have a stock of milk coolers, and these may be pur
chased through application to your County Farm Ra
tioning Committee. (P. S. We also have a stock of
electric brooders and brooder-assemblies.)

Company

r. and Mrs. Paul Wade
I'llrtis Grant of ManI and Mrs. O. B. Mor|m. Mass.

The brook Its minstrels, lend.
The waterfall winds on the hill.
Although, if truth be known.
The sweetest tones are silence.
—Archie Tech
Waltham. Mass.

TENANT’S HARBOR
The Neighborhood Leaders are at
work on the Red Cross Drive and it
is their aim to have a Red Cross
Emblem displayed in ©very home in
the town. Those who have Service
flags should be proud to have a Red
Cross Emblem be6lde it. Those who
have no service flag have all the
more reason to show the world they
are supporting some one else’s boy.

WOMAN IN
THE WAR

"fe

STITCHERS
WANTED
The *T-Zone*—where cigarettes
are judged

EXPERIENCED OR LEARNERS
Work Under Ideal Conditions In a Daylight Factory

h business far a few
Is Studley, a surgical
bx Hospital, is making

0•••

Aane Bass, inspector of
Navy binoculars for Uni
versal Camera Corp.,
agrees with the men io the
service who choose Camel
as their favorite cigarette.

IHE

CENTI
POWBs

^Continued from Page Two)
tients occupied and thereby keep
ing them from feeling sorry lor
themselves. Following careful se
lection according to the nature ol
their illness, the men are trans
ferred to the Patient’s Training
Detachment for special work. AL
types of calisthenics and group
games are part of the day of duty,
which begins with reveille and con
tinues with close order drill, slow
conditioning marches, and fivemile road marches. Lectures and
training films are ordered for the
more Improved patients.”
• • • •
Word has been received frem
Howard (Borneman, electrician'a
mate, 3s, UJSN. of Warren, that he
has arrived safely to his destina
tion in the Pacific.
• • • •
Forrest Spear of Warren, received
a cablegram from his son. Ensign
Jasper Spear, USCG, Of his safe
arrival overseas.
• • • •
Theodore Siili, machinist mate,
3c, UJSN., who has been spending
leave in Warren, with his mother,
left Saturday to report in Chicago
• • • •
John T. Varasky, Mo. MM., 2c,
and Mrs. Varasky, have returned
from a visit with Mr. Varasky’s
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Varasky in Madison and Mrs Va
rasky’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wes
ley N. Jackson in Farm ington
Mrs. Varasky has resumed her
duties as cashier at Newbert’s Res
taurant.

Private Roland Sukeforth re
turned to Fort (Devens Sunday after
spending the weekend with his fam
ily. His wife and daughter accom
panied him back as far as Portland
• • • •
and die.
«
Mrs.
Doris
E. Jackson has re
Send Thy angels from Heaven we pray,
ceived ward that her husband Cpi
Let them carry our boys who die
To the peace of Thy Paradise day
Where well be with them at home Bernard Jackson has arrived safely
by-an-by.
at his new destination somewhere
Allison M. Watts.
in the Pacific. Anyone wishing his
Jamaica. Vt.
KRRR
address may obtain it from Mrs.
TO A ROSE URN
Jackson.
[Third award at Poetry Fellowship|
• • • •
You hold the ashes of a lovely rose
That graced a garden many year* ago.
SPAR Phyllis Lucas, daughter of
And fragrance rises in your Imaged
Mr. and Mrs Maynard A. Lucas ot
shrine
Like incense when the altar candles Union, Maine, has completed ihe
glow.
These petals knew the silver song of indoctrination course for SPASR5 at
rain.
The soft caress of earty morning dew. the Coast Guard ^Taining Station ln
The softened light of rainbow's golden Palm Beach, Florida. Seaman Lu
smile
That faded when the sun came smiling cas has been assigned to act've duty
through.
She has two brothers
And, as the ancient sepulchres of in Boston.
kings
now' in service: Pfc. William M. Lu
Hold treasures of an ancient glory past,
So does your hallowed crypt enfold cas, in Virginia and Cpl. Austin
The glory of a lovely thing to last;
Lucas stationed in Texas.
The memory of a slender flower's face
• • • •
' r
Whose image twines around the vase.
First Lieut. Gilmore W. Soule
Maurice P. HIU
at K at at
M. C., U. S. Army Air Force, is at
A WISH
his home in Rockland for a fewdays.
[Por The Couiler-Gazettel
He traveled by plane from El Paso,
I would my life could build a home
A place, worthy for my soul to dwell
Texas, to Boston, leaving the start
I'd work to make for its foundation.
ing point at I p m., and arriving in
Rare beauties given to creation.
I'd cultivate a gentle mean
Boston at 5 p. m., the next aiterMy every room express Its theme.
Of rapt devotinon to my soul
noun. Dr. Soule is on delayed
With windows full of sunshine's toll.
t-aveling tim* and is to report in
Id plant In pots, best resolutions
To blossom full of high devotion
Utah, March 10.
I'd carpet lt with unselfishness
To comfort souls lost tn sad distress.
I'd have a gate built with beauty rare
And pathways strewn with flowers
fair,
The perfume cf whose gentle measure
Would point the way to hidden
' treasure.
Kathleen S. Fuller
» » « (R
MUSIC
[For The Courier-Gazette[
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Working For Victory

Earn While You Learn—Apply In Person

VANBAALEN, HEILBRUN & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN STREET,

(Persons now engaged in essential Indusatry will not be
considered)

i ;

»-tf

The "T-ZONB"—Taste and Throat-is
the proving ground for cigarettes.
Only your taste and throat can decide
which cigarette tastes best to you...
and how it affects your throat.
Based oo the experience of millions
of smokers, we believe
Camels will suit your
"T-XONtf" to a «T.«
Prove it for yourself!

MEL1

/Si
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"UNCLE WATTY’S PLACE"

The Memory Man

He Has a Til? With Well
Known Writer “Anony
Well Known To Citizens 0( Vinalhaven Where
mous”
It Played Important Part in the
(By Iree Member)

Town’s Affairs

i^fCT ILslB ’WW V1T V” 3

Fib

v

(From pen sketch made by Mr. Winslow)

desk for the moderator to be ten
feet long and five feet wide;, am
About two miles north of the I
<
village of VinaJhaven, on the main elevation to the top of the desk of
4 feet and eighteen incites to the
highway that turns between the j
floor.
village and Fox Island Thorough-,
The floor to be double and not
fare, is the tract of land which for
planed with sufficient blockings to
many years has been popularly re
be solid and firm; to be under
ferred to as “The Uncle Watty; pinned with a trench dug suffi
Vinal Place.”
cient deep to receive the underpin
The old farm buildings which ning; the windows to be as high
were familiar landmarks in other as they can be put. To be a stove
days were destroyed by fire some UJw? tb& Qn(1 at & T pe^,s shop
years ago. The place was one of
from the Moderaconsideratole importance at one tors
ail<i pipe sufficient to
time aid for many years played an reaC|j
chimney; the chimney
interesting part in the town’s to be jn the end that the door is;
affairs.
he shutters to each window;
At the lower end of the meadow common cleat shutters,
at the front of the old farmhouse
Ah of which this to be done in a
facing Pleasant River once stood workmanlike manner and to be
Vinalhaven’s first ‘‘town house” complete on or before the first day
where all municipal and official Cf September next.
affairs of importance were held.
Watson H. Vinal, F. A. Hunt.
Prior to the erection of this town Ezra Calderwood.
house all such meetings probably
• • • •
were held in the local school build- , There are a very few Vinalhaings
| vendtes alive today who attended
The following item is taken from one
the meetings there but the
“A Brief Historical Sketch of the late Austin B Vinal once told me
that he was present on several dif
Town of Vinalhaven”
1857.. This year $750 was voted ferent occasions and! remembered
for schools; $750 for town charges; well that one of these was either a
$59 fcr collecting taxes; $400 for State of National election.
highways ond Bridges; and $25 to Passing about in among the
i gathering, he said, were men with
build a road around Folly Brook
Hill. It was voted to build a town ! their hands full of ballots, urging
the citizens to vote for some par
house and $400 was raised for that
ticular candidate, much the same
purpose. The selectmen were made
as we do today when we choose the
a committee to provide a suitable
officers at our annual town meet
location for said house. At a subse ing; each monitor, as he wandered
quent meeting the contract for here and there through the crowd
building the ’ town house was bid kept repeating some particular slo
off at auction to F. A. Hunt. His gan peculiar or relative to the
figures were $499.50. It was voted standpoint or objective of the po
to open the town house for religi litical group which he represented.
ous. temperance and political meet One of these, said Mr. Vinal, re
ings.
peated ever and over, the phrase,
In looking over seme old records ”We stand for Unison, Harmony
the writer ran aefoss the original and Peace"’
specifications to which Mr. Hunt
The little old town house was
ha<L_to adhere in the construction discontinued as a municipal build
of the above mentioned town house ing in 1878 when the town procured
and they read as follows;
the building which is now gen
erally
known as the town hall and
Materials For A Town House
which
stands at the top of the hill
The building to be 36ft long &
on High street.
30 ft wide with 9 ft. posts, 3 windows
The original little town house
on each side & two in one end and
was a grandson o the original
none in the other; the windows to
Watty” and was removed bo a spot
be 12 lights 10x13; the roof to be
near his residence where it re
covered with first quality of pine
mained until destroyed by fire wi|h
shaved shingles; the walls to be the rest of the adjacent buildings
covered .with good second quality seme years ago. Watson H. Vinal
shingles; to be covered with good was a grandson*otf the original
sound boards; the finish to be plain William Vinal under whose warrant
after the plan of James Fernald’s Vinalhaven’s first town meeting
store; to have one door four feet was held, and cousin of the late
wide and suitable height; to have Squire Vinal, a prominent figure
a chimney from the bottom suffi in Vinalhaven town affairs of other
cient to receive the stovepipe; the days.
sills to be six inches and! other
Watson too, was outstanding in
timber in proportion; to be lathed local politics for many years, serv
and plastered from the beams down ing at different times in the ca
except the mopbeards which is to pacity of selectman, town clerk,
be of suitable width; no chamber justice of the peace and notary
floor; four beams across with a public.
post under each; the studding to
Many a youthful swain and bash
be 2 ft. 6 in. apart, the roof to be ful MLss have entered the portals
covered with paper; to be one seal of Uncle Watty’s cosy old farm
a foot wide; 1’4 inches thick on house. wearing the toga of single
each handle and across the end ex blessedness, and emerging there
cept where the door and desk from secured and manacled by the
comes; the seat to be planed; the holy bonds of matrimony and lt is
(By Sidney L. Winslow /

Support
Tho Rod Cross
eeGlve in a spirit of mercy
for the cause of mercy”

SALADA”
TEA.

All my life I have heard about
that feller “Anonymous” and as his
name has appeared in the news in
many parts of the U. S. I have
often wondered if he had, or has
(as he is still living) any place of
residence or was he like a flea,
continually on the hep
Well the mystery is sdfved—
Anonymous lives in Union, Me.. I
know because I just got a letter
frem him and he signed his name.
That’s his given name as well as
his Christian name as that is ail
the name he signed—just “Anony
mous.” The way he spelled it
“Annoy Mous” puzzled me a bit,
but I finally “figgered” it out.
Anonymous writes a good letter. He
ought to—He’s had a lot of practice
as his name has. I imagine, been
tacked onto a million notes.
“You would not know me if you
saw me, neither would I you” is the
way the letter starts. Well Anony
mous, you are probably safe in say
ing that. To my knowledge, no
human ever saw Anonymous. He
seems to be a shy, "ye can’t see me”
sort of a chap. However since you
are a Courier-Gazette fan. Anony
mous, I can’t believe you deserve
ail the hard words I liave said
about you—Anyone who reads the
Iree sketches must be a pretty good
feller.
Yes, I am somewhat acquainted
with Bert Farnham tout I don't
value his friendship too highly—
I guess he’s allright as far as he
goes tout he doesn’t go far. No-he
is not related to William or Dustan
Farnum.
z
The letter I received from Anony
mous is too long to copy tout it is a
very interesting communication. He
says he knew the Tolman family
(West Rockport) and that the two
sons mentioned in my sketch,were
named Waiter and Don. He also
knew "Butler the apple man,” and
wrote interestingly of him. Says
that during a heavy gale Butler’s
barn blew down. “Fanny” Butler’s
horse was buried by the fallen tim
ber but they found her safe and
sound in her box-stall—The tim
bers had fallen ln such a manner
that a good, solid roof tapped her
stall! Well, well, that sounds like a
miracle—but we doubt it not.
Anonymous topped my buying a
ticket to Lewiston Fair with this
one; A man walked up to the tic
ket window and said “Give me a
ticket.” “Where to?’ asked the ticket
agent. “I don’t consider that any oi
of your business as long as I pay

ior my ticket!”' snapped the would
be ticket purchaser. A very nice
letter which clases as follows; "It
has been nice to know you through
the medium of The Courier-Gazette.
Shall look for more Iree sketches
and I may write you again when the
spirit moves. “Signed, Anonymous.”
Had a nice telephone chat a few
days ago with an old friend—Grace
Cates. Married Barry Stapleford
who was one of the members of the
Burpee Engine Company. Barry
used to hire our music for the Bur
pee Firemens dances. After Barry
passed away Grace married Charles
McWhlnnie, a carpenter by trade.
He, too, passed away some months
since but Grace is living at 50
Oliver street—the house built by
the late George S. Rackliff. Grace
was in the ticket office of the old
Rockland Theatre on Park street
fcr many years and also had
charge of the ticket selling at
Crescent Beach when moving pic
tures were shown there.
Fred
Eugley was manager and Bert
Farnham furnished . the music.
Good old days, good old friends and
the memory of them is dear to my
hear t—blessed memories!
Several requests for
sketches
giving old time “Calls” used ln
plain quadrilles, contra dances, etc.
have come to me and I will get to
lt as soon as possible and may I add
tliat space in our Courier-Gazette
is limited and our friendly "Ed" is
hard put to it to flnd room for im
portant news and articles and “Iree
sketches,” must stand in line and
take their turn. Lucky to get in as
often as we do.

To Study AH Phases
(Continued from Page Two)
ticular sub-committee upon which
service is volunteered. Only attor
neys are requested to volunteer lor
the special legal committee; only
insurance agents are requested to
volunteer for the special insurance
committee. Individuals may volun
teer fpr more than one sub-com
mittee.
That those citizens who have
volunteered to serve on each sub
committee be called to a meeting of
their respective suib-oommittees. to
organize by electing their own sub
committee chairman and to divide
the work. Each sub-committee will
report Its decisions in writing as
recommendations to the executive
committee, such recommendations
to be signed by a majority of the
sub-committee.
That the elected chairmen of all
sub-committees promptly after their
election meet, organize themselves
into the executive committee, and
elect the general chairman of the
whole committee who may or may
not be a sub-committee chairman,
in the discretion of the executive
committee. That the executive
committee, in which the general
chairman shall have a full vote,
shall have final decision on recom
mendations of the sub-committees,
direct the legal committee in its
drafting otf a new City Charter, and
exercise general administrative con
trol over all sub-committees.
That the executive committee ap
point a secretary who under the ad
ministrative direction otf the gen
eral chairman shall serve all sub
committees.
That further action be left to the
discretion of the committee as thus
organized.
That the Kiwanis Club of Rock
land, the first organized unit in
Rockland to appoint a committee
for this purpose, be requested to
merge its committee with this gen
eral citizens’ committee, which is
open to all citizens, thus concen
trating strength to make it a real
volunteer, non-partisan and repre
sentative movement of all Interested
citizens for the welfare ctf the City
of Rockland.

because otf this fact that the urge
for the writing otf this article was
created.
I recently had the pleasure otf
examining the book in which all
the names of the people whom our
good olid Uncle Watty had joined
in matrimony were recorded, there
were exactly 300 couple in the
category.
A section of Uncle Watty’s field
was used as a training field dur
ing the Mexican War. The estate
was then owned by John Vinal,
Watson's .father.
One day while the embryo sol
diers were going through their ex
ercises a small boy appeared on
the field busily engaged in the
eternal childhood pastime of curl
ing a dandelion stem, with hand
and lips busy ln the process, but
as he drew nearer to the soldiers
he kept repeating, what sounded
like, “Water in the well,” to which
the gathering gave but litle heed.
But one of the j’oung men sud
denly conceived) the idea that the
little chap might be bearing some
message of importance and pres
GIVE MORE
ently discovered that the lad was
trying to tell them that “Watty is
in’44
in the well!” which gave his re
mark an entirely different back
ground1 and military lessons were
suddenly abandoned and there was RED CROSS WAR FUND
a grand rush tfor the deep well
which was but a short distance
away and) where, sure enough,
SARAM, the
they discovered the luckless Wat
SUPERson in the last stages of drowning
Tn a twinkling they snatched
DOOPER
the unconscious boy from the well
SAYS- ,
and in due time managed to re
store him to the land otf the living
The boys give me a 1-A
and in a community where he
rating
when it comes to
lived for many years as a promi
making
hot biscuits. Hearth
nent, useful and highly respected
Club
Baking
Powder does it.
citizen.
Over 100,000,000 cans
The little boy who made the an
have beea sold.
nouncement, “Watt’s in the well,'
was the late James Arey who in
after years became skipper of the
little sailing packet “Medora”
which at one time did packet serv
ice between Vinalhaven and the
mainland.
Today Uncle Wakty’s Place is
divested ot all the buildings that
one day were familiar landmarks;
Its broad fields are now tout alder
swamps but the hey day otf its ex
istence remains a treasured mem
ory of Vinalhaven Old Timers.
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GLADYS O. OONDON
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

TeL 113-3

The Baptist Choral Society will
entertain the church and parish
Friday night at 7 30 and the Rubin
stein Club of Rockland will also be
guests.
Pfc. Raymond Robinson, who is
stationed at Camp Edwards. Mass.,
was a week-end guest of his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Rob
inson.
A special meeting will ibe held
Thursday night at 7.30 at the Pen
tecostal Church;
Returned mis
sionaries will be the speakers.
Everybody is welcome.
Mayflower Temple, P. 6. Circle
will meet Friday afternoon at 1
o’clock with Mrs. Lettie Starrett.
Members are asked to take patchwork for the quilt being made.
Miss Barbara Sullivan spent the
week-end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Sullivan.
Mrs. Oscar Crie was hostess to the
Thursday Club at her home on
Beechwoods street. Mr.s. Charles
Smith won first prize, Mrs. Weston
Young second, and Mrs. E F. Lynch
third. Mrs. Warren Knights will
entertajrfi the club in two weeks.
Miss Esther Flagg, who is a stu
dent at University of Maine, spent
tlie week-end with her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. H. W. Flagg.
Janet Henry, who teaches school
at North Waterford, passed the
week-end with her mother, Mrs.
Arthur Henry.
Sic Walter Henry has been spend
ing a nine-day pass with his mother
Mrs. Mary Henry. He returns
Wednesday to New York.
Mrs. Nicholas Anzalone has been
chosen local captain of the Wom
en’s Field Army
The Fourteenth Chapter of Acts
will be the subject for Bible study
and prayer meeting in the Baptist
vestry Thursday night at 7.30.
Mrs. Ellen Jones of Bath was
week-end guest of her daughter and
son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Montgomery.
S2c Lawrence Chapman under
went an operation on his arm Mon
day. His address will be U. S.
Naval Hospital, Ward C, Newport,
R. I. ’
Mrs. Arthur Elliot was hostess to
the Contract Club Friday after
noon at her home. Mrs. Stephen
Danforth won highest score and
Mrs. Helen Dana next. Mrs. May
nard Spear will entertain the club
next Friday.
Capt. Woodrow Wilson spent the

Twenty-Three Of Its Former
Members Now In the
Armed Forces

ROCKPORT

Those In the War Service WiH Receive Recog

E. A. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent

nition At Annual Town Meeting

ft ft ft ft
Tel. 2226

ft ft ft ft
MISS NELLIE AMES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Tel. 2340
Troop 204, Boy Scouts of Ameri
ca, First Baptist Church recently
Mrs. Katherine Hurd of Ash Point
dedicated an Honor Roll to the is a guest of her brother-in-law and
members and former members of sister, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Atkins.
Troop 204 now serving in the
Mrs. Karl Leighton and daugh
Armed Forces. The Honor Roll ter, Eleanor spent the weekend in
bears 23 names, as follows:
Boston.
Former Scout Master, Gerald
Mrs. Charles Atkins and son Clif
Beverage, U.SN.; former assistant
ford passed Thursday in Portland.
scout master Winfred Kent Stan
Miss Lena Ames, proprietor of the
ley, US.A.; former Junior assistant
Fine
Tree Gift Shop, is attending
scoutmaster, Ernest Harrington,
the
Gift
Show in Boston.
USN;
assistant
scoutmasters,
A Masonic assembly Thursday has
Douglass G. Mills, U S. A.; and
Joseph B. Mills, USA.; junior as as committee Mr. and (Mrs. Harold
sistant
scoutmasters,
Osmond Ames, Mr. and Mrs. John W. E
Palmer, USA.; and Donald Brews Felton and Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
ter, USN.; First Aid Instructor, Richards. This assembly is being
Albert D. Mills, Jr., US.A; Eagle held this week instead cf next week
Scout, Charles Carr, US.N.
because of the dance March 17 in
Richard Ames, U.S.A., Carleton the Opera House.
Wooster US A., Robert Cross USA.
Pfc. John Wilcox ls passing a fur
Richard Brown USN, Lewis Tat lough at the home of his parents,
ham, Jr., USA, Ronald Lufkin .Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wilcox.
USN., Robert Sprowl, US.N., I The Baptist choir rehearsal will
Bertram Snow U S N, Seward Dins be held at the home of Miss Norma
more USA., Linwood Young U.S.N.,
Butterfield.
Raymond Kennedy USA., Ron
Mrs. Maude Coose Prescott, widow
ald Berry, USA.. Joseph Wilkie,
of Alfred Prescott,' died Friday at
US.N.
her home on Jacob’s avenue. She
was born in Somerville, daughter of
SOUTH WARREN
Frentis Coose and Betsy. Ladd. She
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lermond is survived by her daughter Mrs
have moved their household goods (Helen Gallup. Funeral services were
from East Providence and are oc held from the home Monday with
cupying the home bought last year Rev. Melvin H. Dorr, Jr., officiating.
from Mrs. W. K. Jordan.
Lt. Rcbert Reid, son of Mr. and
Telephones have been installed Mrs. John Reid, has landed some
in the home of Maurice Lermond, where In England.
23-33; and in the home of Ray Em
Mrs. Reino W. Elo and son Rich
erson, 23-42. The 23 line now has ard, spent Sunday with Mrs. Elo’s
18 subscribers.
another, Mrs. Alice Reynolds. Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Harvey and
week-end with Mrs. Wilson, and his daughter of Ash Point recently
mother, Mrs. Minnie Wilson, and
called on Mrs. Harvey’s aunt, Mrs.
sister Harriet. He returned, to New
Reynolds.
York Monday, accompanied by Mrs.
Sidney McKeen, Walter Wads
Wilson, who will go as far as Som
worth,
Tim Grindle and Chauncey
erville.
Grinnell
attended the Stearns-Wa
Miss Betty Fales. a student at
terville
game
in Bangor Saturday.
Fisher’s Business College, was a
Roy L. Femald. candidate for the
week-end visitor at the home of
Republican
gubernatorial nomina
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Foster
tion
outlined
several vital prob
Pales.
lems
in
the
State
administration,
Special numbers were sung at the
speaking
Friday
nigiht
before the
evening service of the Baptist
Camden
Townsend
Club.
“One of
Church by a group of boys. Paul
these
problems,
”
he
said,
“is the
Simpson with his guitar, accom
coming
post-war
era,
especially
in
panied himself, and Warren Whit
ney, Edward McLellan and Donald the operation of Maine shipyards.
Paulsen in a carol composed for It is not too early to ibe consider
guitar accompaniment. Mrs. Ada ing the problem of what shall be
Simpson assisted on one number done when these yards no longer
dedicated to her sons, four of whom function, or function on a greatreduced operating schedule. I am
are in the service.
giving considerable thought to a
definite plan which I hope will go
Buy War Bonds and Stamp*

**SJ--------ar VttM
Fan'll,
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ROCXPORTS HONOR ROLL

CAMDEN

THOMASTON

Up to

25%

•att BOO*

The 20th Century Club will meet
Rocport’s Honor Roll has reached the impressive total cf 115 names. Friday with Mrs .Mildred Rhodes.
The'4ist here published will appear in the annual town report and a Serv
The Junior Ladies Aid meetings
ice Flag with the number 115 will be unveiled at the town meeting. If
will be resumed March 15.
there are any errors or omissions please notify Rev. C. Vaughn Overman
Pfc. John W. Hyssong, Jr., who
before tonight. Tlie list:
*
has been spending a few days fur
Bernard Andrews
Ralph Foster
Albert Ramquest
lough at the home cf Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Andrews
Alton Richards
George Gentner
Ralph H. Wilson, has returned to
Sidney Andrews
Carroll Richards
Charles Gerrish
*
North Camp Polk. La. He was ac
Albert Annis
Earl Gowell
Clifford Richards
companied as far as Portland by
Edwin Annis
Everett Richards
David Grant
Mrs. Hyssong and her sister Miss
Walter Annis
F. F. Richards
Evans Grant
Carolee Wilson, who will make a
Albert Ausplund
Robert Richards
Herbert Gregory
short stay there.
Ralph Ausplund
Cecil Rhodes
Charles Hall
The G .W. Club will meet Thurs
Edgar Barrows
John Robbbins
George Hall
day with Miss Mattie Russell.
Warren Barrows
James Roberts
Harcld Hall
Harbor Light Chapter, O.E.S., will
Henry Bohndell
Lament Roberts
Charles Hare
meet tonight. Practice meeting will
Orris Bums
Bruce Rolfe
Freeman Hawes
follow the regular session.
Howard Buzzell
Chester Ryer
Tauno Hurme
Red Cress rooms will be open
Albert Carleton
Phillip Ryer
Herbert Ingraham
today from 12 to 4 o’clock.
Lawrence Snow
Herbert Carleton
Maynard Ingraham
Mrs. Harold Kaler of Hattiesburg,
Maurice Carleton
Raymond ©now
William Ingraham
Miss., is visiting her parents, Mr.
Robert Carleton
Louise Sherer
Elmer Keller
and Mrs. Roland F. Crockett.
Maurice Carroll, Jr.
Edgar Simonton
Howard Kimball
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. R.
Clifford Carver
Harvey Simonton
Daniel Landre
F.
Crockett were: Mrs. Harvey
Dwight Snow
Frederick Cavanaugh
Frederick Lane
Crockett,
Thomaston; Miss Amy
Glenn Smith
Clarence Collamore
Gilford E. Larrabee
Fuller
of
Hallowell; Langdon
Oliver Counce
Lewis Tatham, Jr.
Charles Lunden
Crockett and son Robert of Rock
Richard Thomas
AvardChater
Rcbert Marcello
land and Frank Thomas of Camden.
Clifford Cha ter
Maurice Marston
Kenneth Thurston
The Thimble Club will meet Wed
Parker Colby
George Turner
Ralph Marston
nesday with Mrs. Casper Daucett.
Elmer Crockett
Herbert Turner
Fred Miller
At the pool tournament held at
Harvey Crockett
Earl Upham
George Miller
Lil's Sandwich Shop and Pool Room,
Alvenu^ross
Alien Warren Wall
Maurice Miller
first match was won by the Cam
Alton Cavanaugh
Benjamin Wall
George Moody
den team 50 to 30. Players for
Casper Daucett
Hilda Wall
Leroy Moon
Camden,
Laurie Mann and Ralph
Kenneth Daucett
George Walmsley
Rodney Morse
Earl Deane
Berry; fcr Rockport, Jim Whitney
Merton Warren
Raymond McFarland
Cecil Dennison
and Clinton Richards.
Second
Forest McKenney
Donald Welt
Carl Eatofl
Lyle D. Noyes
Melvin Welt
match won by Rockport 50 to 16;
David Eaton
Francis Wentworth
W. Raymond O'Jala
players for Camden, H. H. Richard
Martin Eaton
Edgar Whitten
Donald Overlock
son and Harry Steams. Byron Rider
Maynard Ericson
Robert Oxton
Coleman Woodward
and Neil Brown for Rockport. Fi
EdgarFoster
Albert Young
ChesterlPage
nals 50 to 3o in favor of Rockport,
Wallace Page
Brawn and Rider.

far toward solving this vital prob
ROCKVILLE
lem. I am cognizant of the eco
Albert Quinn has sufficiently re
nomical effect on Maine’s welfare,
covered from his recent illness to
when' these yards close after the
resume his work at the Blueberry
war.”
Association Store in West Rock
port.
CLARK ISLAND
Lewis Leighton and son Oscar
Vera Blomberg, Alice Carlson, who had work in Augusta since
Dawn Magnuson, Hilda Swanson Fall, have returned home.
and Nancy Webel, Junior girls of
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Anthony
and
daughter Jean have moved
the Sunday School, gave a Valen
tine party in the church vestry for lrcm Fort Clyde to the Tolman
the younger children. Games and house here, now owned by S. P.
refreshments were enjoyed by 20 of Barrows. Until the new home is
the children. To show their appre settled they will stay nights with
son-in-law,
ciation to the girls, some of the their duaghter and
mothers got together and assisted Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Crockett, who
by Winnifred Milne, Selma Blom- are to be their neighbors.
berg and Beverly Magnuson, had a
The Meet Again Club held^ita
surprise party for them in the last week’s meeting with Misses
CL.U. hall last Wednesday. Much Josephine, Gladys and Mary Tol
enjoyment was derived from this by man. Games were enjoyed fol
all w'ho attended. Games were lowed by refreshments.
played under the direction of Mrs.
Willaim Fry spent a few days
Bernard Davis and popular songs last week in Stamford, Conn, called
were sung with Mrs. Milne at the by the serious illness df his sister.
Mrs. Inez Bronkie who has been
piano. Refreshments were served
ill,
is considerably improved.
to about 40. Mrs. James Caven and
The Spring session of school
Mrs. Victor Blomberg had charge
of the refreshments with Mrs. Da opened last Tuesday following a
vis, Mrs Swanson, Mrs. Magnuson, 10 days’ vacation.
Mrs. C. H. Morey of Rockland
Beverly Magnuson and Selma Blom
passed a few days last week with
berg serving.
her brother and sister-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. D. A. Sherer.
The Central Ice Co. has been
GRANGE CORNER
harvesting its ice. Cutting is at
ft ft ft ft
the foot of Chtckawaukie Pond
Mew* Item* from all of tho Pa
with
the cakes about two feet thick.
trons of Husbandry are
Penobscot View Grange meets
Thursday night. Supper will be
served at 6.30 and degree work will
be conferred upon candidates.
• • • •
Limerock Valley Pomona will be
guest Saturday of St. George
Grange. Numbers on the program
are: Opening song; address of wel
come. Lillian Rackliff, master hest
Grange; response, Harold H. Nash,
past master; numbers by Home and
Community Welfare committee;
speaker, Rev. C. Vaughn Overman;
closing thought, (Evelyn Cunning
ham. Alt Pcmona members are in
vited to take greetings.
•• • •
Good Will Grange at its meeting
Thursday, was attended by 40 pa
trons. The master, William Vinal,
had charge of the program and
an interesting feature was the
wearing of old fashioned garments
of jewelry, and their history told.
The roll call, “Places of interest I
have seen in Maine" was also of
much interest. Readings, stories
and group singing completed the
program. Mrs. Mabel Mills will be
in charge of the next program.

Poultry Wanted
Live Poultry Wanted

SEARS. ROEB UCK AND CO.
CATALOG ORDER OFFICE
433 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 1380

Workers Are At It

The Rotary Club

Sara Hervey Tells How Red Cross Men and Women
Are Seeking Funds For <
Modern Science Is Being
Popular Cause
Applied To Food
Miss Sara Hervey, of the research
laboratories of Swift & Company,
Chicago, was speaker at the Rotary
meeting Friday. Miss Hervey, per
sonable young woman, apparently
had at her tongue’s end, all the upto-date information concerning the
class of foods processed toy the com
pany she represents.
Miss Hervey said that, not only
our men and women in the service,
but all those on the home front
should be well fed with food which
is appetizing and well balanced.
She told of the new space saving
.boxing methods; of dehydrating
procedure and the treatment of such
foods as butter, to the end that it
keeps well in tropical temperatures.
Startling figures were given in re
gard to dried egg powder. Miss Her
vey said that cine aozen eggs is con
verted into five ounces, of powder,
ana that men on all the fighting
fronts could have the required por
tion of scrambled eggs. The call
for eggs for the armed services
is 470 million pounds of dried egg
powder a year.
Particularly interesting was the
statement of a much liked food sent
to Russia which was fresh pork
combined with 20 percent of lard
and flavored with spices, making an
especially edible product.
Or. John S. Lowe, program chair
man for March, Introduced Willard
P. Gray, manager of the local Swift
Plant, who in turn presented the
speaker.
I
Guests of members were Robert
M. McKinley of Union and Alfred
VanBaalen of Rockland and New
York. Viotor E. Marshall of the
Augusta Club was a visitor as well
as Benjamin B. Anthony of Rock
port, former representative of the
Canton, China, Rotary Club. Kelley
B. Crie. master of club singing and
Stafford M. Congdon, pianist, were
in charge of the spirited musical
portion of the pregram. Fifty-two
were present.

Red Cross Campaign workers are
abroad today on Main street and
will devote this whole week to a
thorough combing dl the business
district in search of contribution#
for the admirable cause they serve.
H. Laton Jackson heads this impor
tant branch cf the campaign.
Next Monday the Women’s Di
vision under leadership of Mrs.
Earle C. Perry will start the house
to house canvass, working in seven
batallions, one to each ward. It is
expected that the big task will con
sume the greater part of the wdek.
Meantime Chairman Lucius E.
Jones of the Industrial Division is
leading his workers through his va
rious manufacturing plants In the
area, Arthur H. Lamb is general
chairman of the campaign putting
his shoulder to the wheel whereever needed.
The committee has a big quota to
fill for probably the most impor
tant and possibly tlie must popular
of the war agencies. A small con
tribution will not fill the bill, for the
Red Cross is doing the biggest and
most important job of its entire cal
reer.
Deep appreciation by General
Chairman Lamb and his executive
committee is expressed with refer
ence to the workers in the field
who are giving generously and en
thusiastically of their time.

LENTEN “QUIET HOIK''
The Lenten season “QQuiet Hour”
at the Universalist vestry will b in
augurated Thursday night at 7 30
o’clock, continuing on Thursdays
through Lent. One hour of quiet
communion, with devotion and
prayer. Songs and messages froin^
the general theme, the mind oi
Christ.
Dr. Lowe will speak on “Sincer
ity” this week. A strength giving
message will come to you from this
man of rare devotion to all that ls
best in life, giving help for living
a high Christian existence, worthy
a hospital after being given first of our best efforts.
—K. S. F.
aid at the home of a neighbor. The
loss included the home furnishings,
19C0 chickens ready for delivery
Saturday, four other lots of eggs
ready for hatching in a few days,
From Developing
a 22,000-egg incubator and three VUlilFW ...At the first sneeze,
battery breeders.
sniffle or sign of nasal irritation, put a
few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up each
nostril.
Its quick action
'
The sweet potato is no relation to
aids nature’s defenses viftfC j 3r
the ordinary potato; instead it is against colds. Follow
.
directions in folder. VA’iRO-MOl
akin to the morning-glory vine.
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COME IN

UNION
The residence of Alfred Hawes
was destroyed by fire Saturday.
Hawes’ wife suffering injuries when
she fell from a second-story win
dow to the ground and their
daughter, Norma, 13, being bruised
when she jumped 12 feet from the
roof of a sun porch. Fixe persons,
Mr. and Mrs. Hawes, their daugh
ters, Norma and Priscilla, 15, and
Waiter Bunker, were driven out by
the fire, which caused a loss esti
mated at $8000. The fire was dis
covered at 4 a. m. and at that time
the stairway and lower floor cf the
house were filled with smoke. AU
occupants escaped In their night
clothes. Mrs. Hawes was taken to

Tuesday-Friday

Highest Prices Paid for AU Kinds
of Live Poultry
Tracks CaU for Large Amounts

Maine Poultry Co.
TEL. 2-2202.

BANGOR, ME.
2-tr

SOUTH HOPE
Red Cross meetings will be held
at the home of Mrs. Edith Willis,
every Thursday, until further notice.
Everyone is invited to help. Much
is being accomplished but more
workers are needed.
Mrs. Edith Livingston af^I Mr.
and Mrs. Earl Teeny were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Meservey re
cently.
Sunday was Visitor's Day at the
Maine Maritime Academy in Cas
tine. The Midshipmen ‘went to
New York, March 1, to continue
their training aboard the American
Pilot for a three months cruise.
Mrs. Hazel Hart and daughter Ann
with friends spent the day with
Halver Hart Jr., at the Academy.
Dr. Charles Mathews is ,in Waldo
boro as a guest of his Aunt, Mrs
Annie Richards.
The Red Cross Drive is in progUNITED STATES FIDELITY AND
GUARANTY COMPANY
Baltimore, Maryland
Assets. Dec. 31. 1943
Real Estate.
$4,092,268 85
Mortgage Loans,
61.000 00
Collateral Loans.
253,957 89
•Stocks and Bonds, book
values.
66.146.920 40
Cash in Office and Bank. 11.081.589 83
Agents Balances.
7.379.831 67
Interest accrued.
185.061 80
All other Assets.
1.973.840 51
Gross Assets.
$91,174,471 05
•Deduct Items not admitted. 2202.474.68

Admitted.
$88 971,996 37
Liabilities. Dec 31. 1943
Net Unpaid Losses.
. $31,426,064 71
Unearned Premiums,
19.307.638 94
All other LlablHtles.
13.825556 27
Cash Capital.
10.000.000 00
Surplus over aM Liabilities. 14.412,724 45

Total LlatoUltles and Sur
plus
<88.971906
37
• The amortized and market value*
used ln this statement are on the ba
sis prescribed by the National Asso
ciation or Insurance Commissioners
S: A. LAVENDER. Agent

Thomaston
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STYLE GOES
TO Yf
You don’t have a
to bother with your
style it In a flatten
for an all-occasion
appearance.

If you were trway in camp/ you'd know Low muck
that call means.

You can help the service men by not making any
casual Long Distance calls between 7 and 10 at night.
That's when most of them call and there's a big rush
on many circuits.

*
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The Hard Of Hearing

Social Matters
Mrs. John Bridges is a patient at I Mrs. Harriet Levensaler of Cam
the Smith Nursing Home on Pleas bridge, Mass , and George S. Wardant street.
well of East Weymouth. Mass.,
came for the funeral services of
Ensign Wincherabaugh, who has Mrs. Elizabeth M. Ingraham. Mrs.
been at home on a 10-days’ fur Levensaler ls the guest of Miss
lough has returned to Los Angeles. Mabel M. Spear and Mr. Wardwell
is visiting his sister, Mrs. Lelia F.
Rev. Herman Winchenbaugh has Benner.
moved from 172 South Main street
to Green street, Bath.
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Daniels
ae in Boston attending the gift
1 Miss Flossie Olson of
South shows at the Hotel Statler and
Thomaston is employed at Mrs. Parker House
Lizzie Robinson's, 90 Grace street.
Mario Grispi, quarryman, of 123
Mrs John Blethen and daughter, Park street, is a surgical patient at
Mrs. Grace Azevedo, were in Ban Knox Hospital.
gor Sunday to attend memorial
Miss Nancy L. Snow, daughter
services for Mrs. Blethen nephew,
of
Capt. and' Mrs. John G. Snow,
Dr. 'Roderick MadDougall, who
on
vacation from her duties at the
was killed in England recently.
Western Union office in Bangor,
left Rockland yesterday for a va
cation trip to New York.

GIRLS’ COATS

;iation by General
ib and his executive
expressed with referworkers in the field
generously and enof their time.

Mrs. Urban Leach entertained
Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist Church at her home on
Masonic street last Thursday night
with 22 members present. Elvie
Wooster presented a program of
readings by Marion Lindsey, Lena
Rokes, Bernice Leach, Bertha
Greenlaw and Clara Eimery. Re
freshments were served by Alice
Kaler, Addie Small and Helen
Bean

z

“QUIET HOUK’’
season “QQuiet Hour”
'saltst vestry will b inaursday night at 730
inuing on Thursdays
One hour of quiet
with devotion and
and messages fronfc^
theme, the mind or

Mrs. Henry Rogers who has been
visiting at the home of Mrs. Alton
Richards and Miss Bessie Philbrook
has returned to her home in Bur
lington, Mass.

Mrs. Dorothy Robie of Bruns
wick spent the week-end with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gatti,
Broadway.

‘ NEW SPRING COATS
Arriving at

rill speak on “Sincer:k. A strength giving
come to you from this
devotion to all that is
giving help for living
Itian existence, worthy
(efforts.
—K. S. F.

Mrs. Edward Gonia is attending
the "gift shew” in Bcston this week.

THE BABY SHOP
Sizes One to Eight Years t

Also Red and Plaid Suits
Sizes Eight to Twelve Years

Boys’ Coats a Little Later
CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

PREVENT

LIMEROCK ST„

From Developing
... At the first sneeze,
J of nasal irritation, put a
Wicks Va-tro-nol up each
luick action
<<5^
ftSS VICKS if

ROCKLAND

The Rockland Society for the
Hard of Hearing met with Mrs.
Gladys Thomas Thursday for its
monthly business meeting.
An
nouncement was made of the four
months’ leave of absence which has
been granted to Miss Betty Wright,
executive director cf the American
Society for the Hard of Hearing at
Washington, so that she may accept
an offer from the National
Headquarters of the Red Cross to
serve as their special representa
tive in aiding war deafened service
men and women and their families.
She will act as liaison officer to co
ordinate the work of Army rehabili
tation centers and the Red Cross
with outside agencies including
chapters for the hard of hearing.
Raymond H Greenman of Roch
ester, N. Y., Harvard graduate and
experienced in the field of public
health and community organiza
tions has been appointed managing
director of the National Society.
Lesson leaders for the month have
been Mrs. Thomas, Miss Maude
Marsh, Mrs. Nancy Brown and Mrs.
Blanche Witham. Current events
formed the general theme for spec
ial subjects.
The Zenith Hearing Aid, a gift
from the Zenith Radio Corporation
to the society was on exhibition.
This instrument, remarkably low
priced, has just been released and
it received favorable comment.
The program featured an exhibi
tion of allied flags in connection
with which Mrs. Brown gave a talk
on the Red Cross, tracing it from
its origin in Geneva in i«63 to the
present day and citing instances ol
its far-reaching service. Five dol
lars was voted toward the present
drive.
Stereoscopic views sent to Mrs.
Bertha Hussey from Honolulu af
forded entertainment for the social
hour during which the hostess as
sisted by her mother served re
freshments. The next meeting will
be held Thursday at 2.30 with Mrs.
Thomas. 47 Broad street.

Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Bird, who
have
r been visiting Mrs. Bird’s parents, Ex-Mayor and Mrs. Charles
M. Richardson, have returned to
their heme in Revere, Mass. They
were accompanied to Massachusetts Mrs. Toivo Hakala of Portland and
by Mrs. Charles Richardson and Mrs. Albert Doiran of Windham
Miss Carol Ann Wolcott, who will spent the weekend with Mrs. John
visit the Birds a few days.
Robishaw of Pleasant street.

folder. VA-TRO-NOL

Mrs. Walter M. Wales of Satur
day Cove, Northport, has been the
guest of her cousin, Mrs. Roland
O Rackliff.
Mrs. Otis Witham and son Arthur
of Damariscotta Mills were in the
city Monday calling on friends.

There will be a Circle, supper Wed
nesday at Congregational Church
The chairman will be Mrs Harold
Karl, assisted by Mrs. Elbert Rappleye, Mrs. Clarence Barnard, Miss
Alena Young Mrs. Harold Green,
Mrs. Woodbury Snow, Mrs. Milton
Griffin, Mrs. L. A. Thurston, Miss
Ruth Peterson, Mrs. Emily Stevens,
Mrs. Joseph Blaisdell, Mrs. Francis
Pierson and Mrs. Roy Welker.

£

Spencer Foundation Garments
individually designed supports for
all needs. Mrs. Mona McIntosh, 235
Broadway. Tel. 203-W.
19*22
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Yes—it takes the world’s finest ingredients

"know-how” in blend

available — and years of

ing and freezing—to make our Sealtest Ice Cream

so high in quality—and so delicious in flavor.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The sensational
story of history's
most vicious killer!

7

FRO-JOY

ICE CREAM

when ’
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Have Been Added To the Kiwanis War Honor
Roll Board

By K. S. F.

Richard Young

Betty Kroll

Police departments are not now
blamed for youth delinquency. It’s
the mothers mostly today all over
the country who are being held re
sponsible for the wayward daugh
ters and their lack of proper train
ing and conduct.
•• • • •
Wendell Willkie is really making
hay that is clean, fresh and full of
real life. The trouble with too
many Republicans is they have be
come sleepy and are not ready for
so much vitality and sound ideas
to make them think.

Rockland's War Honor Roll Board
sponsored by the Kiwanis Club, now
has 887 names of men and women
in the service of the country. 71
name plates having been added ever
the past two week-ends.
The fine appearing board, lccated at the comer of M&in and Elm
streets, had 669 names thereon
when it was dedicated, and a few
days later 161 more names were

Virginia F. Barlow
Calvin B. Beal. Jr.
Shirley F. Beal
Gerald G. Beverage
Donald R. Bickford
Edmond W. Bodman
Ralph E. Brackett
Raymond W. Brann
Annie Brooks
James Chandler
Chester W. Colby
Virginia Connon
Kenneth L. Dailey
William T. Dean
Bemard'H Delano
Chester E. Delano
Mattie Dyer
E. Helen Fifield
Donald Fogg
Frank, B. Gray
Gordon M. Greenlaw
Horace R. Grover
Simon L. Hamalainen
Ouver F. Hamlin

idded.
The present impressive
total takes into account a few
changes in the original and second
list.
The committee handling the proj
ect comprises Almon M. Young,
chairman; George W. Brackett, and
Francis D. Orne. Mr. Brackett
has charge of the record of names.
The list of 71 recently added is as
follows:

Charles D Hamlin
Richard E. Hamlin
Raymond'O. Harper
Eino Harris
Richard T. Harris
David G. Hodgkins, Jr.
Doniald'iA. | runtLey
Carl V. Johnson
Una J. Korpinen
Adelbert C. Lane
Charles LaSalle
Gilbert H. (Leadbetter
Robert A. Lloyd
Jasper T*. Lombardo
Joseph N Lombardo
Arncld'L. McConchie
Sylvanus McKenzie
Virginia M. McMillan
Winslow C. Miller
William R. Moore
Adelbert L Newbert
Perley E. Niles
Ernestine Noddin
Clifford W Oliver

Harold W. Payson
Lawrence E. Philbrook
George D. Pierce
PaulP. Plourd
Roland O Rackliff
Jchn D. Richardson
Merle I. Richardson
Nelson A. Sabien
Kenneth A Schmitz
Sherwood F. Strout
Roland J. Sukeforth
Albert J. Sullivan
Fernan J. Sweeney
Harold K. Thomas
Ernest C Thompson
Jason W. Thurston, Jr.
Evans L. Tolman
Albert L. Vanorse
William J. Valenta
Mario Vultigg©
Leighton A. White
Joseph K. Wilkie
Fred A Witty

Richard Yeung, S2c. of the U. 5. I enlisted in the Coast Guard, Sept
Coast Guard, son of Mrs. Edith B. 23,1942 and at present is stationed
Curtis and Frank Young of Rock in New York City. His fiancee is a
land, lias become engaged to Miss ■ graduate of Dickerson High School,
Betty Kroll cf Jersey City, N. J., ac ’43 of Jersey City and is employed
cording to announcement made re ! by the Bell Telephone Company in
• • » »
cently by the parents cf Miss Kroll Newark, N. J.
Stuffed Fish Timbales
No date has been set for the
Mr. Young is a graduate of RockSaute one-half cup sliced mush
Jand High School, class of 1942. He 1 wedding.
rooms in two tablespoons fat, add
one teaspoon salt, one-'eighth tea
A review' of last night s Daugh
spoon pepper, one and a half cups
Our Loyal Women
ters cf the American Revolution
enriched bread crumbs, one-third,
meeting at the Universalist vestry
cup milk, heated. Line muffin tins
will appear in Friday's issue of this What They’re Doing To Save with one tup flaked left-over fish.
paper.
the Day At Short-handed Fill centers with stuffing, cover
with oiled paper. Bake in moderate
Knox Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. Jercmp C. Burrows
oven (350 degrees F.) twenty min
------and Mrs. Fiank W. Fuller were in
We go along easily, always con utes; remove paper, dot with but
Poitland yesterday.
scious in the back of cur minds, ter, bake ten minutes longer. Ap
proximate yield: Four portions.
Mrs. Walter Dimick and Miss that Kncx Hospital is ready to care
• • • •
Kathleen Weed went Saturday, to fcr us should the need; come. Not
Examiner for war: “Who was
MRS. GEORGE W. WHEELER
Mrs. Charles H .Whitmore, ac
Tcgus where they visited Mrs. Dim- r everyone is alive to the tremendous your mother before she was mar
companied by Miss Elizabeth S.
Funeral services were held Sun
ick’a sen. S.Sgt. Walter Dimick, security this grat institution gives ried?”
Hagar, supervisor of music in the day afternoon at Burpee’s funeTal
Jr., who has been transferred to to this part of the iState. —
Applicant: "I didn’t have any Hclden, 'Mass, schools, recently
the Veterans Facilities Hospital ! Even with the shortage cf staff
home for Mrs. George W. Wheeler.
mother before she was married.”
visited Mrs. Whitmore’s daughter.
after being a patient several weeks doctors those left do valiant and
Rev. j. Charles MacDonald, pastor
• • • •
M. ss Rose Whitmore, who is flight of the First Baptist ^Churoh offi
at Lawson General Hospital, At excellent work, tireless in their ef
From a Bangor paper :
control officer at Grumman Air
lanta, Ga. He is making good re forts to give help whenever the
More than most branches of our craft ini Bethage, Long Island, ciated. The bearers were members
covery.
of the Rcckland Fire Department—
need may arise. Rockland women
armed services must the Marines, N. ‘ Y., while Miss Hagar was on a
have turned! their hearts ^ind
Chief Van E. Russell, Harold
especially the veterans among them, week's vacation. Mies Hagar ac
The Mission Circle of the First strer.gttfti to this hospital and have
Dowlir.®, Earl Simmons and Percy
feel that this war is shrinking long companied Mrs. Whitmore back to
Baptist Church will meet in the saved the cccasion with work and
Dinsmore. The body was placed! in
historic
distances. Who does not Rockland and made a brief visit
church parlors Wednesday, 230 nursing of the highest ability, both
the tomb at the Seavlew Cemetery
know that old lyric “From the Halls at her Rockland home the past
p. m.
night and day.
to await burial in tbe Spring in the
of Montezuma to the Shores of week-end.
The shortage of nurses has been
family lot at the Aehorn Cemeitery.
Mrs. Gloria Dyer is a surgical keenly felt at Knox Hospital and Tripoli?”
Mrs. Wheeler, affed 54 years died
Maurice C. Nute has bought the
To the Marines now in the Pa
patient at the Knox Hospital.
’the morning of March 3 after a
the city’s women have kept the
Lewis W. Simmons house at the
faith toy helping where help is cific, the foreign fields celebrated in
long illness.
Wednesday, 2.30 p. m., women ot needed, and they have saved a sum the Marine hymn must seem pretty comer cf Union and Willow street
She was bom Jan. 21, 1890,
the Universalist Church will meet in their golden hours of help calcu close to heme. Today those boys are and expects to occupy it within a daughter of Charles and Mary E.
fighting in what, for most of "us, few weeks.
ir. the vestry for the annual nation lated! to make hearts rejoice.
Nye. She was married! Dec. 17,
was once an undreamed part of the
wide service cf dedication.
The
K. S. F.
Miss Harriet L. Parmalee is a 1907 to George W Wheeler. They
world. They are engaged in an ac
ritual prepared especially for use
hvae always made their home In
tion which, for all fhe unpro patient at thfe Thayer Hospital In Rockland.
throughout the denomination en
QUEENIE INGRAHAM
nounceable aspects of the locale, Waterville.
titled “Working Toward Everlasting
Her husband is the cnly one sur
This was the name by which her and may one day make the Marshall
Peace” is one of dignity and in intimate friends called her. They
Mrs. Elmer S. Bird entertained vivor.
spiration. Universalist women are feel the loss of one who always Islands as important as Bunker members cf the Dorcas Club yes
Hill.”
urged to be present.
terday afternoon.
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son'3
I • • • •
*
locked for the better things of life
stcond floor, 18 School street, Odd
—and found them. Mrs. E. B. In
Rev. Walter S. Rounds cf Lewis
Winter number of “The Winged
MacDonald Class meets Thurs Fellows Blo?k, City, for Furs, Fur
graham made friends, and lasting
ton is guest for a few days of Com friends.
Word,” a poetry quarterly, came to day night at 6 o’clocWor ibex lunch Coats and dloth Coats at moderate
mander an dMrs. C. F. Snow. En
prices.
9tf
She had a Remarkably retentive my desk last week. In this issue supper. A quilt will be tacked.
sign Rounds arrives today from memory. Early poems cf her youth, is tj be found seme excellent poetry
Washington, D. C. fcr a short fur no matter how complex, or long, and other writings of high value.
lough.
Tire book reviews are especially
once learned, were always on caH.
The progressive outlook of
She loved children and her adopt good.
Congregational Church Honor
this
publication
gives courage to
ed, daughter Kathleen, was the
Roll will meet Wednesday at 4
source of her pride and joy, fulfilled' thsoe who desire to express inmost
o’clock in the church vestry.
by the granddaughter who came to thoughts of a cultural nature, a
worthy and valuable addition to
n
Dennis Trask, sen of Mr. and minister and comfcrt her during
one’s needs. Dr. Wilbert Snow,
her
last
illness.
Mrs. Elmer E. Trask, Jr., who was a
"Queenie” will be sadly missed by professor at Wesleyan University
r
pneumonia patient at Knox Hospi
her
family,
church
and
Dorcas
So

was
judge
of
poetry
in
the
Fall
tal, is convalescing at the Trask
ciety, a club formed more than 42 issue. His awards and comments
home.
years ago, with charity its specialty are both most interesting.
• * * *
Austin P. Day, janitor at the and friendship its high measure.
Of all the lights you carry In
American Legion building, is con She was devoted to her family and
its
members
were
to
her.
Chil

your face, joy shines the farthest
fined to his heme by illness.
dren will miss her generosity and out to sea.
• • ♦ 0
Mr and Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett thoughtfulness. Never did she al
and son, John, left yesterday fcr a low a child to go by her -without
Americans have been all too slow
mittens. Of the 300 pairs she had to recognize the extent, also im
few days’ stay in Boston.
knit school children got the bulk portance of the culture of their
Rev. Ruth Mathias, medium, will of them.
ancestors cf the colonial period.
Her life seemed to have this ob
• • • •
conduct public meetings, March 12
ject
—
To
fill
the
hours
with
kind

GA.R. hall.
•
Tt would surprise most persons
ness done; that is life at its best.
to be told what a quantity of bis
Kathleen S. Fuller.
muth is used in the United States.
Most of the supply comes from the
Golden Rod1 Chapter meets Fri
smelters in Peru.
day night. Members will take
ROCKLAND ■>
• • • •
sweets
for
supper
to
be
served
un

Synthetic resins are new supplied
TODAY, WED., THURS.
der direction of Mrs. Helen Bean to life boats for making sea water
The Timely Topic of the Day . . .
Because They Are the Problems
drinkable, a pound of resin treating
of Today!
from four to six pints of water.
• * • •
‘"Cookery has become an art. a
noble science; cooks are gentlemen,”
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
said Robert Burton several hundred
Adults 25c; Children 11c
years ago. So it is, echoed the
gentlemen cf Salisbury, England,
,
FIRST
last week as they donned their
“RACKET MAN”
wives’ flowered aprons at the
fr i—-, RONALD REAGAN
emergency cookery classes "for
with
males only.” With servants only a
CO-FEATURE
TOM NEAL, JEANNE BATES
memory and spouses in the war
ffosemory
factories,
they applied themselves
Brought Back By Popular
to stewing, frying and grilling in
Demand
Government-sponsored
classes. Star
IN
“JUNGLE BOOK” pupil: Herbert William Alien, 70YOUNG SPRING SUITS
year-old canon of Salisbury Cath
Starring
TOUCHED WITH BRIGHTNESS
edral.
SABU
• • • •
Suits that are really products of artistry . . . with
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Jackrabbits are getting to be a
all the ingenious imagination that adds beautiful
pest in the Southwest. It’s really a
‘The Fallen Sparrow’ serious
problem. They take the
details . . . soft styling you adore.
garden truck, nibble the young
with
WITH
MAUREEN O’HARA
trees an'd do all '.kinds of evil to
Pastel Shades
JOHN
GARFIELD
the
crops.
They
are
a
real
menace,
Johnny DOWNS
and Kansas, Colorado and the
CO”
SUNDAY ,
THE VIGILAN T E S
Texas Panhandle say they should
BETTE D / IS
THE RADIO ROGUES
be exterminated.
GIG
YOUNG
• • • •
EDDIE LE BARON
Others up to $39.50
MIRIAM HOPKINS
And Hi* Orchestra
The outlook for housewives of
in
1944 is not so gocd w'hen it comes
PLUS LATEST NEWS
GIVE GENEROUSLY TO THE RED CROSS WAR FUND
to sugar. It's likely to remain 1J'
“
OH
Acquaintance
”
pretty tight in the bags of the mar
GIVE TO THE RED CROSS

SENTER* CRANE'S

$22.50

Three Expert Beauticians

s a big rush

SEVENTY-ONE NAMES

LANE

You don’t have a lot of time
to bother with your hair. Let us
style it in a flattering way . . .
for an all-occasion well-groomed
appearance.

k how much

This And That

PARK
®
H

YOU CAN ALWAYS DEPEND ON

General Ice Cream Corporation
Ditisim of National Dairy Products Corporation
m I MB NM IMS ■ TK SUITES! KUtf STMT NKMM. TNISUTS. Ml I.

TO WED COAST GUARD

Mrs. Gladys Thomas Was
Hostess At Society’s
Monthly Meeting

Richard A. Rhodes of Portland
was weekend visitor at the home of
his cousin, Miss Lucy E. Rhodes.

$
a
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BEAUTY

SALON

375 MAIN ST„ BOCKLAND
PHONE 142
86Ttf

BOCKLAND

kets.
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Broadbent’s Letter

U. S. Provides Glasses for Soldiers
Southbridge, Mass. — More than
a million American Boldlera with
imperfect eyesight have been made
more efficient for military duties
through an eye-correction program
Inaugurated by the Army two years
ago and directed by the Surgeon
General’s office, the American Op
tical Company states in an Armyapproved announcement.
Representing an outstanding
achievement In eye-rehabilitation
because of the large number of
men involved, the program takes
care of soldiers’ eyes by means of
eye examinations and by providing
spectacles for those men who need
them In the performance of mili
tary duties.
As an example of the magnitude
of the undertaking from the.stand
point of the optical industry, the
American Optical Company alone
has been called upon to fill, in the
past two years, a total of 1,634,020
prescriptions for glasses designed
for soldiers with imperfect-vision.
Originally, the eye-correction pro
gram came into existence when the
Army decided that too many men
were being rejected because of eye
defects. In the first draft, for in
stance, of 900,000 selectees turned
down, 123,000 or 13.7 per cent, had
eyes below par.
To reach this source of man
power, the Army liberalized its eye
sight requirements and the Sur
geon General’s office Introduced the
spectacle service to give these men
efficient eyesight.

Port Clyde Man Takes Up the
Gauntlet Thrown Down
By British Haters

Editor of The Courier-Gaze tte:—
Gen. Marshall, allied commanderin-chief, recently stressed the im
portance of a more complete under
standing .between the British and
I
American troops.
"In my opinion,” Gen. Marshall
said, “the triumph over Germany in
fhe coming months depends more on
a complete accord between the
American and British forces than
it does on any other single factor—
air power, ground power or naval
power.”
That statement emphasizes his
This soldier wears a pair of the
serious
concern over the situation,
official Army spectacles. More than
a million and a half of these special a concern which is shared by ethers.
glasses have been made for the
Many Americans are alarmed by
Army by the American Optical Co. the talk of confirmed isolationists
glasses to newly-inducted men and and Anglophobes who encourage
those z already in the service. the idea that we are doing Britain's
Spectacles also are provided to fighting, paying her share of the
soldiers serving overseas. Army
opthalmologists and optometrists,
equipped with the latest instru
ments for examining eyes, deter
mine the visual defects, and Army
optical technicians fit the glasses.
'fhe special Army frame — de
signed by the American Optical
Company at the request of the Sur
geon General’s office—IS made of a
durable white metal capable of
withstanding rough usage, and sin
gle and double vision lenses are
Under the program, several hun prescribed so that all types of eye
dred Army posts or stations fit defects can be corrected.

Arabs first carried cinnamon into
the worid’s market. They guarded
its source as a close secret for many
centuries and contrived to discour
tion of Marshal Stalin.
In Scotland "bun" means a rich , age investigations by inventin^As stressed by President Roose frult-cake, in Ireland it means stories of fabulous monsters inhabvelt, what is needed at this time is nothing more than a round loaf of Ring the country from which they
were supposed to obtain it.
a united front of all the forces op plain bread.
posed to the Axis powers. Isolation
ists and anti-British propagandists
are only aiding Hitler in his policy
of “divide and conquer.”
There is an element in our coun
try that would like to wipe out the
early history of the United States.
But facts are facts. It was the Eng
lish colonists who established law
and order in the colonies and gave
us our form ctf government, with
that greatest of all blessings the
little red schoolhouse with free edu
cation for all.
The bulldog courage and tenacity
of the Anglo-Saxon race will sustain
them in the present struggle and
along with their allies—China, Rus
sia and r the United States—bring
about complete victory and the un
Pepai-Cola Company, bony Island City, N. Y,
conditional surrender of the Axis FRANCHISED BOTTLER: PEPSI-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF AUBURN

war and helping to preserve her States are included, over 75 percent British making every contribution powers.
empire.
of the total of English speaking men within their power to aid America's
S. Newton Broadbent
Siesta
Key.
Fla., Feb. 22„
who
made
the
supreme
sacrifice
port
ln
the
war
.and
British
help
to
These British haters, reading and
came
from
little
England
alone.
Russia has received the commenda
believing only what they wish to

read and believe look on the Italian
A better appreciation of what
American drive. They forget that England did ln the first World War
more British than American soldiers can be had when lt Is remembered
! are fighting there.
that the population of the United
They may be awakened now, since States is three times that of Eng
Prime Minister Churchill reported land.
In the present war for more than
that 7635 British service men have
been killed since the start of the a year England stood alone against
Allied invasion five months ago, everything the Germans could bring
ccmpared with 3707 American dead. against her.
Premier Churchill, in hls report
During the first World War the
same anti-British propaganda was to the House of Commons the other
ci.culated in the United States, the day, stated that since the war be
isolationists declaring that “the gan, excluding Dominion and Allied
British are willing to fight to the forces working with the RA-F., the
British Isles lost 38,300 pilots and
last American or Frenchman.”
The final official statistics show air crews killed, and 10,400 missing
that out of every hundred white and more than 10,000 alrcratft.
British subjects throughout the em- j British forces have made nearly
pire who laid down their lives in 1 900,000 sorties against German tar
the war nc lees than 82 were English, * gets in the north European theatre.
the remaining 18 contributed by j The lend-lease agreement, against
Scotland, Ireland, Wales and the ' which there was so much misdirect
ed opposition, has proved to be any
overseas Dominions,
Or. if the losses of the United, thing but a one-sided affair, the

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

at

(Prom the offlee of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

ONE DAY ONLY

Senator Wallace H. White, Jr , as available a post- card application
the Republican leader in the Sen- which will be forwarded without
_
ti
.<■» zvf
ate, and. Senator Owen
Brewster
of i tioub’.e to him to the Secretary of
State of the State of Maine who
Maine as one of the closet/t asso; will see that it is delivered to the
ciates, of the former Republican pfcper ,municipal authority to
Leader, were designated as two, supply him with the absent voter
members of the Senate to make up ballot.
|
the delegation attending the fu- | Thks Picard requires simply the
l filling in by the serviceman of his
r.eral of the late Senator Charles L.
name and current address and his
McNary of Oregon in Salem, Oregon.
' home address. This will be suffi
As a life-long friend of the
cient to secure a ballot both in the
agricultural interests of the country,
Primary and in 'the September
•Senator McNary had accumulated
election
although separate postcards
a vast store of confidence and re
should be forwarded for each
spect and his passing is a great
election and will bg available for
loss to the country.

THURSDAY, MARCH 9
or
J

The Maine delegation met at that purpose.
some length to consider various The Governor of Maine has re
Maine matters now pending and newed his assurances that he is
the members of the delegation have prepared to take whatever action is
been assigned various steps to take necessary to enable the servicemen
to vete.
by Chairman White.
Veterans' {Facilities
The problem of the joldier vote
Is still one that is receiviijg attention
The facilities for the care ot
and the Delegation has been in j Maine veterang now returning from
touch with Govener Sewall and the ! service were also discussed and
Attorney General of Maine in re- , further exploration is being made of
gard to this matter and it is antici- 1 the plans in relation thereto with
pated that action will be taken particular reference to the facility
very shortly by the appropiate ’ at Togus and the possibility of its
authority to clarify the entire pic- [ expansion to serve the greatly in
jure.
creased number of veterans who
Meanwhile, the post card re- ■ may be needing service of this kind,
quest for absent voter ballot pro- j All the members of the delevided for in existing law are being gation have visited the facility at
made available to men throughout; Togus as opportunity offered and
the world as a result' of the at- are familiar with the problems and
tention which was called to this, the requirements and the possitnatter by Senator White and Sen-1 bili/ties and are in constant touch
ator Brewster in connection with [with the officers of the facility
the discussion of the matter in the at Togus and with the various
Senate during the past month. ’
{members of Veteians’ organizations
This will mean that any Maine who are interested in this problem
boy anywhere in the world will have and in the welfare cf the boys.

EAST WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Scott of
Belgrade were week-end guests a
Ivan Scott's.
Pvt. L. Burnell Mank, is passing a
furlough with his parents Mr. and
Mrs. LaForest I. Mank and other
relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jameson ol
Camden were guests Sunday at J
O. Jameson’s.
Mrs. J. A. Richan of Rockland
visited Sunday with Mrs. L. I. ManR
Pvt. Burnell Mank returned home
with her. Pvt. Mank. Miss Mar
garet Mank and Gardiner Mank
were dinner guests Monday of Mr
and Mrs. Harold Flanders at the
village.
Aviation Cadet Robert
Creamer and Mrs. Creamer of
Mississippi, Mrs. Flanders, Miss
Margaret Mank and Pvt. Mank
were in Rockland Monday after
noon.
Mrs. J. O. Jameson was a visitor
last Tuesday in Wascasset. Miss
Vera Jameson was in Portland for
the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Miller and
daughter Floris were guests Sunday
of relatives in Appleton.
Pvt L. Burnell Mank. LaForest
Mank and Margaret Mank were re-

“Highlights”

ENJOY THE
PLEASURES OF
THE SCOTT
UNIQUE

bydia S. Plokham’s Vegetable Com
pound la made especially for women
to help relieve periodic pain with
weak, nervous, blue feelings—due
to functional monthly disturbances.
Taken regularly—It belpa build up
resistance against such symptoms.
Follow label directions.
VE8ETMU

LYDIA L PINKHAM’S

MINK BLEND MUSKRATS

• SKUNK DYED OPOSSUMS

SILVER TONED DYED MUSKRATS

• SEAL DYED CONEYS

NATURAL ASSEMBLED GREY PERSIANS

• BEAVER DYED CONEYS

NATURAL SILVER MUSKRATS

• NATURAL SQUIRRELS

LET-OUT RACCOONS

< BEAVER DYED MOUTON LAMBS

BLACK DYED PERSIAN LAMB PAWS

• PLATINUM DYED NORWEGIAN FOXES

DYED SKUNKS

• GREY DYED BOMBAY LAMBS

SABLE BLEND MUSKRATS

• SILVER DYED FOX GREATCOATS

PAYMENT PLAN

PRICES AS LOW AS

ent callers at Mrs. Annie Wallace’s
nd Capt. Lew Wallace’s in Rockand.

ST. GEORGE
Mrs. T. tM. Robinson has reurned to her home in East Roches
ter, N. H., after visiting Mrs. Ella
tobinson.

Mrs. Emma Kinney Is visiting at
he home of her son. James Kinney
in Warren. Mr Kinney entered
inox Hospital last week for surgi
cal treatment.
Mrs Axdelle Hazelton spent the
weekend in Waterville, guest of her
daughter Ruth.
Nathan Fuller was passed for
service in the Navy and is in New
'fork for boot training.
Mrs. Kempster Hawkin and fam
ily went to Waterville Sunday to
•pend the week with her parents
while her son. Alvin is in the hospi
tal for a tonsilectomy. There will be
nc school during Mrs. Hawkin s ab
sence
j
Miss Maxine Kallio is confined to
her home with the measles.
Mrs. Edith Dooley has returned to
her home here after spending sev
eral weeks with friends in Cape
Elizabeth.
nim distress ef MONTILY^

Female Weakness

registered

GIVE TO THE

4i
H
RED CROSS

Other Fur Prices $79 4o $799

Exclusive!

Are

All Furs

TAX INCLUDED!
at

$5

DEPOSIT

WILL RESERVE
YOUR CHOICE COAT!

CUTLER
Rockland

r

